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The great channel
refresh
M

ay you live in interesting times were the opening
words of guest keynote speaker Professor
Mohan Sawhney at EDGE 2017.
While seemingly a blessing, the expression is actually
a traditional Chinese curse of condemnation.
Professor Sawhney aligned this to the disorder and
conflict within the channel.
He’s right. As a new pool of customers gain
purchasing powers over new technologies, procuring
solutions in new ways through new types of partners.
It’s a recalibration of the channel, instigated by endusers from the bottom up, racing back up the supply
chain to shake the industry to its core.
Of course the market has forever been in a state of
flux, yet in 2017, there have never been so many balls up
in the air.
Never has the channel had to contend with so many
moving parts simultaneously, as digital redefines the role
of buyers, providers, distributors and manufacturers of
technology.
Change does not necessarily translate to carnage for
traditional resellers however, with the channel cliff edge
still a safe distance away.
But on Hamilton Island, in front of over 300 industry
leaders from across Australia and New Zealand (A/NZ),
Professor Sawhney saw the tsunami coming.
“I’ve not seen so much change happen so quickly
in my entire career,” he observed. “Disruption is
meaningless until someone will pay for it. It is the
creation of customer value that is disruptive.
“It’s the transformation of a product, the
transformation of a channel, the transformation of a
business model, the transformation of a marketplace
and the transformation of a user experience.”
With the notion of value and transformation now
intertwined, partners are trapped in a paradox - the
channel has a critical future role to play, but it remains
under threat.
In response, EDGE 2017 provided a platform to deepdive, debate and discover the opportunities ahead for
all aspects of the channel, through stepping outside the
boundaries of the day-to-day.
This was underpinned by EDGE Research, which
assessed and aligned the priorities of customers,
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

partners and vendors.
Technology buyers have stepped out from behind
the CIO — echoing our March issue detailing the new
influencers of IT — to purchase nimble, specialised and
pluggable solutions, encouraging partner collaboration
while testing time-honoured selling techniques.
The message was, when becoming specialised, don’t
become vague. Deep dive into the heart of industries,
become submerged in sub-sectors and inundate your
customer with niche expertise.
Because as closing keynote speaker Jay McBain,
principal analyst of global channels at Forrester, advised,
“a broad and diverse group of companies from all
backgrounds are engaging, influencing, recommending
and even reselling technology to lines of business, with a
shadow channel now emerging across the industry.”
According to McBain, five new competitive
partner threats have emerged, taking the form of
SaaS ecosystem consultants, ISVs, industry-based
professional services firms, born-in-the-cloud providers
and start-ups.
In book-ending a four-day conference that crafted
new channel strategies and approaches, McBain’s
predictions reinforced the opening sentiments of
Professor Sawhney — that despite change, the channel
has a crucial role to play.
“They can ensure that maturity is injected back
into the system,” McBain added. “Business continuity,
security and compliance are critical requirements of
the lines of business departments — and very few in the
shadow channels can execute at this point.”
As Professor Sawhney, “channels never get
destroyed, they get transformed, we just have to find new
ways of adding value”.

JAMES HENDERSON
EDITOR – ARN
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GOING THE
AS THE DUST SETTLES ON EDGE 2017 —
JAMES HENDERSON ENTERS THE WORLD OF SPORT
TO OUTLINE THE SKILLS REQUIRED TO CAPITALISE
ON THE POTENTIAL OF THE FUTURE CHANNEL.

A

mid the squelching of mud,
the thudding of hooves and
the lashes of the whip, a green
and gold figure emerged.
With baggy silks hiding a slender
frame, AP McCoy galloped into
the record books, riding Mighty
Montefalco to victory to become the
most successful jockey in National
Hunt history.
In recording his 1700th career win
— during a summer’s day in the UK
— the 28-year-old Northern Irishman
placed himself into sporting folklore
for eternity, breaking a record that
many believed would never be beaten.
The year was 2002, a year when
the entertainment industry upped
its attack on internet file-sharing,
the Nokia 6610 was the top selling
mobile phone and Microsoft revealed

plans for a new version of Windows,
code-named Palladium.
Fast forward 15 years and travel
more than 15,000km to 2017, and the
inspiration of AP McCoy was once
again evident, as a key motivation
behind The Future Channel theme for
EDGE 2017 on Hamilton Island.
On paper, the link between a
successful British sporting hero and
the future prospects of the Australian
channel appears slender at best,
merely another lighthearted story to
motivate the crowd on conference day.
Yet the connections are crystal clear.
Casting back to that August
day in 2002, there stood AP, a man
who’d broken every bone in his body
through the sport he loved — what an
achievement and what a legacy.
A quiet man by nature, AP
addressed the media in April 2015,
some 13 years after his finest hour.
But this wasn’t some after dinner

James Henderson –
Editor, ARN
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DISTANCE
circuit to reminiscence about the
good old days.
Eyes moist, AP quietly
dismounted, muttered a few words
of gratitude and disappeared into the
weighing room for the last time. This
was the day he retired.
Aged 41, with a total of 4,357 career
victories — over 2,500 more than when
he first broke the record in 2002.
After reaching the absolute
summit, how can anyone contemplate
the idea of climbing further still?
Even though he was made of
concrete, AP was brave. He was brave
enough to hug the inside rail and bury
his horse within a field of 40, always
going for narrow gaps.
He knew what he wanted to do
in a race but he was cute enough to
change his mind if he had to.
He was the greatest grafter of
them all and the sport’s biggest
awards recognise this.
He made his body the servant
of his will and he held a unique
enjoyment of the mundane. And he
never, ever, gave up.
During the record-breaking year
of 2002, AP was racing in the English
county of Nottinghamshire, at a lowlevel meeting at Southwell.
It was a Tuesday afternoon, the
race meant very little in terms of
stature or purse and the trackside
was scarcely populated with punters,
with only a TV cameraman as
company.

The field of seven horses set off
and by the sixth fence, all jockeys had
been dismounted. The fallen jockeys
crawled off the track and dusted
themselves off. Well, six jockeys did.
Instead, AP peeled his face from
the mud and chased his horse on foot.
In one of the most memorable races
in sporting history, AP caught up after
five minutes of sprinting, remounted
and returned to where he fell.
He started again and steadily
steered the startled the horse around
the track, finishing the jumps and
crossing the finish line for victory,
just as the six other jockeys were
entering the weighing room.
But this isn’t some cliched tale
about falling off a horse and getting
back on again.
AP didn’t need to get back on.
He’d already won two races that
day and he was already the greatest
jockey of all time. Yet he still did.
If you watched AP ride — in his
famous green and gold — you’d
know that his sunken cheeks were
a product of a life of devotion and
dedication.
And he was always counting. 1,000
winners. 2,000 winners. 3,000 winners.
4,000 winners. 4,100 winners. 4,200
winners. 4,300 winners.
Because he was the only man that
could count on. And on. And on.
So why is this story important to
the Australian channel?
It’s also worth noting that even
though AP has over 4,000 winners to
his name, during his 20-year career,
he lost more than 14,000 times.

And in looking across the Australian
channel — from Darwin to Hobart —
competition is equally as strong.
But looking inside the mind of
AP McCoy, how does his approach
translate to The Future Channel?

LONGEVITY
In dominating a sport for over two
decades, AP was the jockey of a
lifetime, once saying that “longevity is
a sign of top quality”.
But as new technologies and
players flood the market, the industry
is guilty of overlooking this key
hallmark.
Much like AP, the staying power
of partners in the channel is
outstanding, partners that have gone
the distance to remain relevant over a
period of decades.
Through a relentless focus on
customers, these partners have
avoided introversion to actively seek
to understand broader trends outside
of their own organisation.
Take Data#3 as an example,
celebrating 40 years of business and
still at the top of their game.
In fact, the Brisbane-based
business has delivered a 1700 per cent
shareholder return on investment
during the past 20 years, since listing
on the ASX in 1997.
Then, they had a market
capitalisation of $15 million. Today, it
stands at $260 million.
Likewise, Sydney-based Brennan IT,
who are gearing up to hit new heights
after breaking through the $100 million
revenue mark, after 20 years of serving
the Australian mid-market.
Across the Tasman the story
continues with Datacom, born out
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of Christchurch in the mid-1960s to
deliver expertise for five decades.
Only weeks after EDGE 2016,
Datacom became the first Kiwi IT
company to hit $1 billion in sales,
as the company continues to expand
across Asia Pacific.
Just a few quick examples during
the past 12 months of partners
continuing to stand the test of time.

ADAPTING
In reaching speeds of 60km, charging
towards fences and hurdles at an
unrelenting pace, AP was aggressive
and brave in the saddle.
But while he always had a
race plan, he maintained a level
of smartness to change tactics
mid-race if required, emphasising
the importance of being adaptable
to change, through rebooting and
adjusting to new realities.
Because as the saying goes, “a
reasonable person adapts themselves
to the world, while an unreasonable
person persists in trying to adapt the
world to themselves.”
And to place this reasoning in
the context of the channel, look no
further than ASI Solutions, a veteran
provider flying high following a
whirlwind year across Australia.
Founded in 1985, the Sydneybased business has expanded
managed IT services and ‘as a
service’ models, while doubling down
on advisory capabilities.
The shift in approach has resulted
in nationwide expansion, a wave
of large contract wins and recordbreaking revenue figures during the
past 12 months.
Yet another example of a partner
pivoting to progress.

DIFFERENTIATING
Returning to AP, this is a man who
held the title of Champion Jockey
for every year since he turned
professional — ensuring that from
his first day until his last, he was only
ever at the top of the game.
While AP’s story is unique, many
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

leading sports writers put his success
down to being different.
For AP, his difference was in his
dedication.
During his career, he spent over
two hours a day, six days a week in a
sauna, to ensure he was the correct
weight for riding - equating to almost
two years of his life.
He would shed around 2kg per
session, and during 25 years of
racing both as an amateur and a
professional, he lost the equivalent
weight of two African elephants.
As a jump jockey, he fell over 1,000
times during his career — which is
the equivalent to falling from the
world’s tallest building, the Burj
Khalifa, twice.

The Future
Channel
•
•
•
•

Future Customer
Future Technologies
Future Vendor
Future Partner

All up, his differentiation was
being dedicated, a differentiation that
created a monumentally sized gap
between himself and second place.
While the metrics vary,
differentiation is on display across all
aspects of the channel.
Take Melbourne-based start-up
Oreta, leveraging both public and
private cloud services to transform
business processes across a range of
sectors and verticals.
Or perhaps Tquila, or Umlaut IT or
Calvert Technologies.

FUTURE CHANNEL
EDGE 2017 played host to over
150 industry leaders from partner
organisations, across all aspects
of the ecosystem, from start-ups

to MSPs, to born-in-the-cloud
providers, ISVs, system integrators,
and resellers, backed up by veteran
providers of the industry.
Collectively, the destination
conference outlined the future
opportunities to take all partners to
the next level, delivered through The
Future Channel theme.
EDGE 2015 focused on the
leadership skills required to succeed.
EDGE 2016 outlined how partners
can grow their business — through
changing their culture, changing their
model, knowing their customer and
disrupting their selling.
At EDGE 2017, the layers of The
Future Channel were unwrapped,
deep-diving into the Future Customer,
Future Technologies, the Future Vendor
and the Future Partner.
Delivered through a series of
future thinking keynotes and breakout
sessions, EDGE 2017 outlined the
pockets of growth and ongoing
opportunities for partners.
For example, the conference
examined the new look tech buyer,
alongside the future buying habits of the
customer, new technologies impacting
the market and the future role of the
vendor in the channel equation, debating
the new role of the channel manager
from the perspective of local partners.
And the conclusion of such
discussions helped outline the
partner of the future, assessing the
skills, capabilities and offerings
required for the channel to prosper in
the years ahead.
Underpinned by EDGE Research,
compiled and analysed by Tech
Research Asia, EDGE 2017 captured the
channel amid a race of relevance.
Like AP, it’s up to partners
whether they want to lead from the
front, or fall by the wayside with the
chasing pack.
But for those leaders, take note of
AP’s observations…
“There is no place for arrogance or
complacency in racing. Because you are
up in the winner’s circle one minute,
and out on your ass the next.” 
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WHAT THE CUSTOMER
(Tech Research Asia, in conjunction with ARN and Reseller News, created three unique and correlated surveys to analyse trends and alignment between customers, partners and vendors in Australia and New Zealand. Over 240
respondents including IT decision makers from a broad range of industries and business sizes, traditional and ‘new’ partners and a broad mix of vendors took part in the online survey conducted from June through July 2017.)

The business outlook from both customers and partners during the
next 12 months is overwhelmingly positive. This reinforces what we
see in our interactions with CIOs and business executives in the region
as customers continue to look to technology to drive efficiencies and
new revenue streams and are turning to partners to help execute these
efforts. This is supported by continued low interest rates making
funding for expansion attractive along with relatively stable labour
markets — noting that some higher-level skills in technology are in
short supply in some geographies e.g. cloud and security architects and
business analysts.

Business outlook and investment
82%

81%

77%

18%

16%

16%
5%

3%

2%
Customer

Positive

Neutral

What's happening to IT budgets?
Customers:

Partners /Vendors:

Thinking of your current financial year, how has
your IT budget changed?

What do you expect to happen to your customers' IT
budgets this year compared with last year?

58%

45%

Partner

Vendor

Negative

When asked about budgets the story was equally buoyant with nearly
1/3 of customers planning to increase their IT budgets for the coming
year and only 10 per cent forecasting a decline. This is obviously a
good news story; however, the market has been buoyant before and
we didn’t see this behaviour then so what’s different this time?

52%

40%
32%

30%
18%
10%

15%
Customer

Increased

Stayed the same

Who's got the IT budget?

4/10
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Vendor

Decreased

1. IT
2. OPERATIONS
3. MARKETING

Customers say IT now
has less than half of
total technology budget

Partner

4. SALES
5. FINANCE
6. HR
7. LEGAL

EDGE Research asked customers
to outline where the overall
total spend on technology
related initiatives and projects
was controlled within internal
departments. The findings
highlight the emergence of a new
breed of technology buyer.

FUTURE CUSTOMER 11

STARTING WITH THE CUSTOMER IS CRUCIAL WHEN
CREATING ANY CHANNEL STRATEGY — TECH
RESEARCH ASIA EXECUTIVE CONSULTANT MARK ILES
EXPLAINS END-USER PRIORITIES.

WANTS
Partners engaging
with the business
outside of IT

49%

71%

22%

19%

10%

We rarely sell
outside of IT
department

Project
focus
EDGE Research asked customers to
document how many projects and
programs of work were scheduled
to be delivered this year, with 48
per cent also planning to use more
external providers than 2016.

But who are
customers
going to call?

We have few
relationships
outside of
customers' IT
department

We have some
relationships
outside of
customers' IT
department

We have strong
relationships
outside of
customers' IT
department

Aiming to deliver less
than last year

Aiming to deliver
more than last year

19%

57%

Aiming to deliver around
the same number as last
year

24%

38%

Consider brand unimportant
when selecting a new provider

5%

Of customers reported greater
satisfaction with their main IT providers

20,024

Total number of IT businesses
operating in Australia in 2016

3,928

No. of Australian businesses with the
word 'cloud' in the name
arnnet.com.au | AUGUST 2017 |
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Top mistakes
solution providers
make when selling
to customers

Partners know their customers of course but what customers want and expect from partners is rapidly evolving and
they are starting to fall behind. You only have to look at the recent acquisitions of digital media agencies made by some
partners to see where the market is heading.

1

Selling product features not business value

2

Not understanding the business problem /
Not providing sufficient business case support

What customers
want from partners

3

Poor account management / communication

4

Not providing competitive pricing

5

Not providing suitable customer references

• Deep solution expertise
• Deliver solution "as-a-service"
• Easy to engage / do business with

"Provide open pricing
models, be honest about your
capabilities and deliver on
quality and commitments"

Add-value

"Don't attempt to sell until the
problems / value / opportunity
is understood"

Be transparent

Listen + understand

And don't forget to...

"Identify specific value for
our business. Show us new
ways to increase revenue
using technology and provide
relevant best practices"

Overall, the market is buoyant and budgets are increasing but spending patterns are changing. What’s clear from customers however is that
specialisation by industry and/or solution will continue to be more important than product expertise. As a key takeaway for partners, traditional IT
buyers are being surrounded with decentralised technology business representatives with budget control and a focus on operational outcomes.
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Customers
crave
collaboration,
so partner up
TECH RESEARCH ASIA EXECUTIVE
CONSULTANT MARK ILES ASSESSES
THE IMPORTANCE OF COLLABORATION
IN THE CHANNEL TODAY.

T

he early 1990s, a time when the
PC era was in full swing and
new computer resellers were
popping up seemingly every day as
businesses and consumers couldn’t
get enough of the personal computing
revolution.
It was also, arguably I grant you, a
great period for music with the likes
of Nirvana, Chili Peppers and Oasis
topping the charts (the less said about
‘MMMbop’ and Vanilla Ice the better).
One song that perhaps you missed
from 1990 was the frankly forgettable
‘She Ain’t Worth it’ by Glenn Medeiros
and Bobby Brown.
Why all the nostalgia for the early
90s and a long forgotten song by
a Hawaiian crooner and an up and
coming rap artist?
Well, that particular song is
credited as being the first to debut the
word ‘featuring’ on a no.1 hit starting
an explosion of musical collaborations
over the following 25 years.
It’s hard to listen to anything from
the current charts that doesn’t credit
more than one person and this song
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

Mark Iles – Executive
Consultant, Tech
Research Asia

has come to be seen as a watershed in
changing attitudes between artists on
collaboration.
But outside of academia, few other
industries have really embraced
collaboration.
The IT industry in particular has
built a very public reputation over
the last couple of decades for its uncollaborative spirit between vendors
and partners, much to the frustration
of customers.
In part this was driven by a
general attitude at the time that all
competition was bad and that it was
better to lose than to work with rivals.
Anyone who attended large vendor
conferences in the 1990s will have
seen the level of fury aimed at any
and all competitors, which also bled
over into competition between the big
systems integrators based around
who ‘owned’ the customer.
Fast forward to 2017 and there has
been a noticeable shift in attitudes and
behaviour, perhaps in part due to the
rapid emergence of a new breed of
cloud vendors and partners.
A large number of new businesses
are run by younger Gen Y staff
who seem naturally more open to
collaboration and remain untainted by
history.
Plus, these businesses typically
have a very specific solution focus so
there is no concept of being a 'one-

stop-shop', leading ultimately to a
strong need and desire to collaborate
with others.
Combine this with growing demand
from customers for rapid adoption
of ‘bite-sized’ solutions for specific
business needs and you have a
landscape that is shifting under our
collective feet.
Integration is the new byword for
IT and in a world where services are
increasingly fungible, anyone not seen
to be playing nicely with others is
much easier to replace than before.
For some the change will be easier
to digest than others.
Ask yourself this, how many
strategic partnerships do you have
(exclude your large vendors)? How
many of these are with start-ups?
What percentage of your deals involve
another party, either introduced by you
or by the client?
Any talk of customer ownership
in the modern era is nonsense and
it is time to move beyond the flawed
‘co-opetition’ model we have been
operating on for the last few years and
into an arena of true collaboration.
Ultimately, it’s what customers are
looking for and they have a nasty habit
of being right most of the time.
And finally, whatever you do, resist
the temptation to watch the video for
‘She Ain’t Worth it’, don’t say I didn’t
warn you. 
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Do you know your
new customer yet?
Because it’s not
the CIO

PARTNERS WITHIN THE CHANNEL
HAVE PROVEN TO BE REMARKABLE
CHANGE-AGENTS, BOTH IN FRONT
OF CUSTOMERS AND INTERNALLY
— FORRESTER PRINCIPAL ANALYST
OF GLOBAL CHANNELS JAY MCBAIN
OUTLINED THE NEXT END-USER
HURDLE TO OVERCOME DURING
EDGE 2017.

T

hinking about the amount of churn
in the channel over the past 35
years can be downright dizzying.
Starting from the first disconnected
PCs to the recent WannaCry
ransomware attacks, channel partners
have transitioned their skills to dozens
of new technology opportunities.
At the same time, they have
transformed their business models
from resell, break-fix, installation,
maintenance, to solution providing
and recurring managed services,
among others.
The one thing that has stayed
relatively constant over these decades
is how customers decide and procure
technology.
Led by CIOs and IT departments,
channel partners and vendors
have fine-tuned their product and
messaging mix to capitalise on this
customer buying journey.
Over the past couple of years,
driven by cloud and the growing
acceptance of software-as-a-service
(SaaS) business ecosystems, this
journey just took a hard-right turn.
Similar to local EDGE Research
findings, global analysts are now
reporting that 72 per cent of technology
decisions are influenced and/or made
by line of business executives.
These leaders of departments
such as sales, marketing, finance,
operations and HR are increasingly
taking ownership of their own digital
transformations.
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

Jay McBain —
Principal Analyst
of Global Channels,
Forrester
In fact, it is predicted that this
number will rise to 90 per cent by the
year 2020, according to Gartner.
Here are some other startling
numbers that are reflective of this new
buying journey:
• 29 per cent of technology decisions
have no involvement by the IT
department - business executives
are building solutions without
internal help and in many cases
are using external talent to advise
on security, back-up, compliance,
disaster recovery etc (Forrester)
• 52 per cent of business executives
are using business-unit budgets
to buy technology as opposed to
assigned technology budgets from
IT departments (CompTIA)
• 58 per cent of business executives
are significantly involved in
deciding and hiring third party
services firms to implement and

integrate these projects (Forrester)
• 73 per cent of B2B buyers prefer
buying from the web or self-service
functionality from the vendor —
reselling technology and taking a
margin will soon become a relic of
the past (Forrester)
• 68 per cent of purchases through
distribution are now categorised as
simple or transactional — buyers
are doing the upfront research,
building the solution and in the
absence of self-service options,
are purchasing at the part number
level (National Association of
Electrical Distributors)
Business leaders are clearly
looking for full-service solutions and
are putting together the resources and
teams to make it happen.
They are increasingly relying on a
new set of influencers including SaaS
ecosystem partners, industry-based
professional services firms, ISVs, bornin-the-cloud firms, and the start-up
community - these shadow channels
are discussed in more detail through
this special edition EDGE 2017 issue.
In my opinion, this change is more
difficult than adding a new technology
practice or specialty to the line card
— I even think this is harder than
changing a revenue model.
Working with a completely different
buyer, with different preferences,
motivations, requirements, and levels
of influence will profoundly challenge
the channel like nothing before it. 

ICT INDUSTRY
AWARDS 2017

PROUD PL ATINUM SPONSOR OF THE

CLOUD CATEGORY
Dell EMC is very proud to be a sponsor of the ARN ICT Awards in
2017. These awards are important for recognizing and celebrating
the exceptional work being done by individuals and partners in our
industry.
IT transformation is the key to innovating and competing in today’s
digital economy. Today, technology must move at the speed of business
to develop and deploy new applications, optimise resources and deliver
ideal customer experiences. As technology teams shift from back ofﬁce
to executive strategy, transforming IT becomes job #1. The question is,
will your organization cause change in the industry, or be left behind?
Geoff Wright
DELL EMC
General Manager, ANZ Channels

We look forward to celebrating the leading organisations that are
embracing IT Transformation and enabling customers with technology
that is ready for the future.
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WHAT

FUTURE
TECHNOLOGIES
MAKE CUSTOMERS
TICK?

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION HAS ARRIVED, CLOUD
REQUIRES A DIFFERENT APPROACH AND CODE IS
THE NEW OIL — JAMES HENDERSON EXAMINES
THE FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES RESHAPING THE
END-USER AGENDA.

G

etting to the bottom of an
industry built on buzzwords
is a difficult task for partners,
with market hype continually skewing
customer appetite.
Magic quadrants might score
highly for vendors — contributing to
a deluge of pointless press releases
and baseless reports — but for the
channel, cutting through the noise
requires a deep understanding
of what makes the modern-day
customer tick.
Because the industry can
evangelise about Airbnb and Uber
until the end of time — advocating
the value of disruption, innovation
and bla bla bla — but until money
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

is laid on the table, such claims are
rendered redundant.
Through EDGE Research, a clearer
picture is emerging however, as
customers and partners reveal key
technology investment priorities for
both today, and tomorrow.
Broadly speaking, findings
show that partners are aligned
to customers in terms of building
relevant capabilities around specific
technologies, yet a few startling
differences remain.

INVESTMENT PRIORITIES
When examining the investment
priorities of customers across
Australia, EDGE Research unveiled

cloud migration as the leading
priority for end-users in 2017.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, moving
to the skies is followed by the
need to ensure robust protection
measures are in place, highlighting
the importance of security within the
context of cloud.
Dropping down the list of present
customer priorities, end-user
computing, customer experience
and data centre migration/expansion
ranked third, fourth and fifth
respectively, followed by big data and
analytics.
Overall, partner responses
signalled a channel in-tune with
customer priorities, with a realisation
that cloud and security offer key
money-making opportunities within
the current technology landscape.
Common ground and shared goals
aside however, local organisations
ranked managed services as a low
priority in the immediate term,
despite partners citing this as a
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leading focus for the next 12 months.
On paper, the result appears
startling, although a plausible
explanation can be found.
“This was an interesting one as we
received a lot of feedback from this
during EDGE 2017,” Tech Research
Asia executive consultant Mark Iles
observed. “It is arguably a question
of nomenclature, where partners
see ‘managed services’ customers
see 'whatever solution it is I want
delivered as-a-service’.
“In many cases, this isn’t the
traditional managed services
(desktop, print etc) but could be
custom applications or application
outsourcing etc.
“This represents a mind shift
around focussing on the customer
needs and then finding ways to
deliver it profitably ‘as-a-service’.”
With the move to managed
services and recurring revenue
dominating the channel agenda
during the past 12-24 months, it’s

Mark Iles —
Executive
Consultant, Tech
Research Asia

clear customers are demanding asa-service offerings from providers,
yet confusion remains as to specific
naming rights.
After all, do customers call
partners and ask to buy a managed
service?
Collectively, the findings show
predictable areas of alignment
around which technologies rank
highest in terms of spending in 2017,
but for partners, value can be found
by moving up the technology stack.
“It’s the difference between where
the customers’ strategic focus is
compared to where partners are
focussed,” Iles explained. “Customers
are focused on digital transformation,
customer experience and leveraging
data and analytics to drive better
business results, whereas partners
are prioritising managed services,
security and cloud.
“These are merely the enablers
not the real focus. If you want to be
relevant in the medium-long term you
need to know what customers plan
to do on top of these new platforms
and better still, be suggesting ideas
for them.”
Shifting the dial forward to
the future technologies on the
radar of Australian organisations,
both customers and partners cite
automation as the leading priority in
the years ahead.
This shouldn’t be surprising as
managing growth and taking cost
out at the same time is now widely
recognised as a key requirement for
digital business.
Yet challenges continue to remain
for IT infrastructure and operations
leaders, creating a need for
deeper levels of automation across
organisations.
Overall, end-users and partners
are matched in terms of prioritising
digital transformation, artificial
intelligence, machine learning and
augmented and virtual reality.
But crucially, customers are
acting, leaving partners behind.
“Again, we see a similar pattern

and it’s understandable of course,”
Iles said. “No partner can afford to
invest in every technology and with
the move to annuity revenues, cash
flow is squeezed for many partners.
“Now is a pivotal time for
partners — customers are moving
rapidly and unfortunately that means
partners need to move into these new
solutions now.
“For many this means a delicate
balancing act of cash flow vs.
investment and we see many
partners taking the opportunity to
reinvest all available funds back into
the business to stake a claim and
forego dividend and profit sharing for
the time being.”
With the onus on partners
to pivot focus and capitalise on
emerging technologies, EDGE
Research uncovered an alarmingly
disconnection, in the form of the
Internet of Things (IoT).
Ranked bottom of a lengthy list
of future priorities by customers,
the razzmatazz associated with
IoT appears to be waning as
local organisations sidestep the
hype in favour of other emerging
technologies.
Such findings stand to create
concern for the channel, with
partners ranking IoT as the third
most important technology of the
future, differing widely from the view
of customers across the country.
From a global perspective,
partners appear well-placed, as
IoT spend continues to rise as
businesses build out viable go-tomarket strategies, with services set
to be a big revenue driver during the
next 12 months.
Yet EDGE Research suggests that
such sentiment doesn’t translate to
Australian shores.
On the other hand, local case
studies are available as a source
of encouragement for partners
building IoT solutions and services
capabilities, chiefly through the work
of MOQdigital with Laing O’Rourke.
The Sydney-based provider
arnnet.com.au | AUGUST 2017 |
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Investment Priorities: Emerging technologies

developed a ‘smart hardhat’, based
around a sweatband sensor array
and data collection unit which can be
retrofitted to an existing hardhat.
Specifically, the solution
monitors the temperature and
heart-rate of the wearer, plus the
external temperature and humidity,
eliminating Laing O’Rourke to
eliminate workplace accidents,
potentially saving the lives of their
6,000 employees.
Such innovation won MOQdigital
the 2016 Microsoft Country Partner of
the Year award for Australia, as well
as making the finals for the Microsoft
Worldwide Internet of Things award.
Consequently, pockets of potential
remain for partners around IoT,
but for those seeking new market
opportunities, greater value can be
found in building capabilities around
automation, digital transformation
and AI/machine learning
technologies.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
With digital transformation strategies
now central to the future success of
businesses nationwide, executives
are bringing IT-related changes back
to the boardroom table.
Following years of speculation,
and as outlined by Iles, IT leaders
now consider digitalisation as a
reality in 2017, with many challenged
to instigate both internal and external
strategies to succeed.
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

Similar to cloud, digital-first
policies are beginning to take shape
throughout Australia, with one-time
customer ambitions turning into
actions.
From a channel standpoint, 45 per
cent of partners are ready and selling
digital transformation - in whatever
form that takes - to customers, with
23 per cent progressing through the
discussion and development stage.
Furthermore, 18 per cent of
partners expect to be in market
within 12 months, while two per
cent cite 24 months as a realistic
timeframe to build core digital
capabilities.
Currently, only 13 per cent of
the local industry classify digital
transformation as either irrelevant
or not a top priority, illustrating the
value the channel is placing on being
at the forefront of change.
“If you want to be relevant in
the future you need to understand
this and be able to articulate what
it is you do that relates to this,”
Iles advised. “But keep it real too
— I’ve seen too many examples
already of bandwagon jumping —
repositioning basic IT solutions as
“digital transformation” to try and be
relevant.
“If you want to be relevant then
be relevant and don’t forget it’s ok
to position yourselves as digital
enablers.
“There’s value in helping

“IF YOU WANT TO BE
RELEVANT THEN BE
RELEVANT AND DON’T
FORGET IT’S OK TO
POSITION YOURSELVES
AS DIGITAL ENABLERS"

customers build the digital readiness
capabilities and building blocks to
be transformational and choosing to
partner where you don’t have skills.”
Because despite customers
acknowledging the benefits of
pursuing a digital-first agenda,
success metrics are scarce, criteria
remains complex and external advice
and guidance is required.
In short, and to echo Iles’
comments and EDGE Research
findings, businesses are
underprepared, creating new demand
for channel partners as strategies
screech to a halt.
Today, organisations of all sizes
remain challenged by the process
of replacing legacy networks and
dedicated service platforms with a
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Partner Readiness: Digital transformation

Investment Priorities: Current technologies

“IT’S NO LONGER ABOUT BEING IN
THE CLOUD… THERE IS A PRESSING
NEED TO ACHIEVE COMPETITIVE
DIFFERENTIATION"
coherent digital environment.
Within this new environment,
businesses are becoming blocked in
the quest to create flexible and costeffective systems, systems that are
capable of delivering changes rapidly
and dynamically.
For partners, most Australian
organisations claim to have a digital
strategy in place, but have so far
failed to advance past preliminary
stages of development.

CLOUD
Underpinning digital transformations
plans is cloud, viewed by many as the
foundation for staying relevant in a
fast-paced world.
Despite cloud migration ranking
top in terms of customer priorities
today, businesses across Australia
currently have over 50 per cent of IT
workloads on-premise still, indicating
that hybrid is the environment of
choice for end-users.

According to one surveyed
government CIO surveyed, “whilst
there’s a mandate for moving apps
to the cloud, the reality is that it’s
difficult to act on the mantra — there
is a distinct lack of expertise inside
organisations about how to use and
move to cloud, we lack experience
and internal skills capabilities.”
Similar to digital transformation,
the onus is now on partners to
deliver on the potential of cloud,
through migrating workloads quickly,
efficiently and securely.
But while the direction of travel is
clear, customers moving to the cloud
en masse creates a new challenge for
partners in the future, chiefly around
the levelling of the playing field.
According to another surveyed
Australian CIO, “it’s no longer about
being in the cloud but how to best
use it. There is a need to look to other
areas, especially cloud applications to
achieve competitive differentiation.”
Consequently, and in assessing
future technology opportunities, Iles
concluded that for partners to profit
from digital and cloud, development
capabilities must be created.
According to the CIO of a national
retail group, “we’ve fully adopted a
cloud-first app policy. It’s open source
and we’re moving as many apps to the
cloud as quickly as possible. We have
about 1,300 known apps but my guess
is the real number is closer to 2,000.”
As a result, in 2017 and beyond —
code is the new oil.
“We are seeing a rise in low code,
no code solutions in the market
driven by increasing containerisation
and micro-services,” Iles explained.
Backed up by EDGE Research,
Iles said 41 per cent of partners are
already cutting code, with 17 per cent
expecting to join the party within the
next 12 months.
“This allows customers to develop
specific business applications much
more rapidly than before and will be a
huge part of future projects,” he added.
“Skills or collaboration in this area will
be key for partners in the future.” 
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Desperately
seeking soft skills
TECHNICAL PROWESS MIGHT BE ESSENTIAL IN THE PARTNER GAME, BUT IT’S NOT
HALF AS VALUABLE AS SO-CALLED ‘SOFT SKILLS’ — CAULFIELD GRAMMAR SCHOOL
CIO DAVID BLACKLAWS EXPLAINS WHY TO LEON SPENCER.

W

ith five campuses spread
across two countries,
Victoria’s Caulfield
Grammar School’s IT infrastructure
claims an extensive footprint.
According to the institution’s CIO,
David Blacklaws, the demand on IT
doesn’t stop there.
The school also has a one-toone device program among its
3200-strong student body and a host
of other programs delivered via its
technology infrastructure.
“We’ve got a really big school
with large amounts of students all
armed with technology devices,”
Blacklaws said.
“That creates quite a high
demand, and there’s huge pressure
put on the [systems] during those
school hours.”
Given the importance placed on
Caulfield Grammar’s technology
footprint, it comes as no surprise
that the school frequently looks to
external partners to help augment
and assist its internal IT team, or
take on entirely outsourced services.
But partnering up with
educational institution such as
Caulfield Grammar School comes
with its own set of unique factors
and considerations.
Not all schools are the same, and
Blacklaws claims a certain wariness
of partners that think they know the
lay of the land just because they’ve
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

worked with other schools in the past.
“There are particular nuances
around schools, the way we operate,
the characters inside, how quickly
we adjust to change and so forth,”
Blacklaws said.
“The only effective way to deal
with that is through relationships
and those soft skills.”
Understandably, when Blacklaws
is on the hunt for a partner to
deliver a project, one of the first
things he looks for is relationship
skills.
In fact, relationships are so
important to Blacklaws that he
ranks the capacity for relationshipbuilding above technical competency
when it comes to looking for, and
engaging, a partner.
“We’re incredibly versatile and are
constantly shifting priorities based on
what’s going on and where we need
to respond,” Blacklaws said.
“What we need in our partners is
an understanding and a tolerance or
patience with that, alongside their
own ability to adapt as well.
“That’s a make or break for us. If
we don’t have that, the partnership
won’t work.”
While those soft skills are top of
mind, it doesn’t mean that technical
prowess plays no role at all.
It does, and the school’s IT team
generally goes through a process
where they try to investigate and

gauge potential partners’ strengths
in technical competency.

Learn and live

David Blacklaws
— CIO, Caulfield
Grammar School

Also, the school’s IT department is
not set up to support coaching, and
the institution’s IT team can’t always
focus a huge amount of time or
attention on hand-holding a partner
that hasn’t taken the time to get to
know its client’s needs.
This is where assumptions come
into the equation — or rather, the
lack of them.
“We see many organisations
come in and have deeply rooted
assumptions about how we work
and that’s very, very dangerous,”
Blacklaws added.
“We almost want an amnesty
period where we’d feel comfortable
enough to call it out and dismiss any
assumption.
“Assumptions can cause
problems months and months down
the line.”
As a school, Caulfield Grammar’s
focus may change, meaning it
requires a high degree of autonomy
in its vendors and partners.
“We don’t have the time to
micromanage, nor do we have the
workforce available to scrutinise to
the degree that maybe a bank might
be able to,” Blacklaws said. “We have
to have that trust in place and we get
that through their integrity.” 

ICT INDUSTRY
AWARDS 2017

PROUD PL ATINUM SPONSOR OF THE

VENDOR CATEGORY
ARN’s theme for this year’s ICT Industry Awards is all about
celebrating IT’s best performers – the ICT Channel Big Top!
At Arrow ECS ANZ we believe that those who continue to
perform by succeeding, ﬂourishing and enhancing our industry
professionally and ethically should be celebrated and recognised,
and that’s what we’ll be doing at this year’s ARN ICT Industry
Awards as a proud sponsor.
Congratulations to all the ﬁnalists and winners of the 2017 ARN
ICT Industry Awards.
Nick Verykios
Arrow ECS A/NZ
Managing Director
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May you live
in interesting
times
AS DIGITAL DISRUPTION CONTINUES TO
DOMINATE CHANNEL CONVERSATIONS,
PROFESSOR MOHANBIR SAWHNEY OF KELLOGG
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT PRESSED PAUSE
TO CAPTURE THE OPPORTUNITIES AND
CHALLENGES AHEAD DURING THE OPENING
KEYNOTE OF EDGE 2017.

A

s the old Chinese curse goes,
may you live in interesting
times. And these are
interesting times. I’ve been at the
intersection of technology, marketing
and innovation for 25 years and I’ve
not seen so much change happen so
quickly in my entire career.
During the last five years alone,
we’ve seen a transformation in the
way that IT is procured, provisioned,
sold, distributed and supported.
That is being driven by the changes
in consumer behaviour and the
emergence of the cloud, which has
very dramatic implications for the
channel.
We’ve seen channel disruption in
the consumer space with Amazon
completely changing the economics
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and the industry landscape of retail.
Oh, and they have also built a very
large business on the side, around
cloud and data infrastructure!
But what are the lessons that we
can draw in the channel? Because
you will have to reinvent yourself if
you’re going to stay relevant.
In fact, one argument could be
made as we think about the cloud,
and that’s who even needs a channel?
In the old days, we had boxes
that needed to be sold, software
that needed to be supported and
customers that required assistance.
If you examine the core elements
around the value proposition
of the channel, whether it is
system integration, installation or
maintenance — most of these things

Professor Mohanbir
Sawhney – Kellogg
School of Management

are now starting to go away.
So, an argument could be made
about the channel lacking relevance.
But obviously, this is a simplistic
argument.
Channels never get destroyed,
they get transformed. We just have to
find new ways of adding value.
If you look at what the cloud does,
many of its benefits to customers
create challenges for the channel.
For example, small businesses now
have access to enterprise class
infrastructure, provisioning is at the
flick of a button and scalability is
infinite.
That’s an important point because
friction equals profits. Wherever
there was friction in the installation,
maintenance and deployment, that
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resulted in profits for the channel. So,
the elimination of friction causes an
impact on profits.
To quote Charles Dickens — “It is the
best of times, it is the worst of times”.
Because the channel is going to
be critical in the faster adoption of
cloud computing. Yet at the same
time the channel isn’t ready, it needs
to change.
On the one hand, you are going to
be called upon for help, but on the
other hand, you are going to be called
upon to transform. And if you don’t
transform, then it doesn’t matter how
big you are, how long you’ve been
around in the market, you will die.
Adaptability is the key to success
in the future because we are all
faced with disruption. I hear digital
disruption a lot but we all get hung up
on what it actually means.
Well, let me offer you a very
simple explanation — “applying
digital (mobile, cloud, analytics)
technologies to deliver disruptively
superior customer value by
transforming products, channels,
business models, markets and user
experiences”.
At the end of the day, disruption is
meaningless until someone will pay
for it. It is the creation of customer
value that is disruptive.
And how do we do this? We can do
it in lots of ways.
We take a product and convert
it into an on-demand service, that
creates customer value. We make
provisioning and installation go
away, that creates customer value.
We allow people to scale up or down
depending on the resources they
require, that creates customer value.
It’s the transformation of a
product, the transformation of a
channel, the transformation of a
business model, the transformation
of a marketplace and the
transformation of a user experience.
But the end goal is the same
and you should benchmark yourself
against disrupters when offering
customer value.

You must understand what the
end customer wants as it will not be
possible for you to transform yourself
until you understand how your
customer is being transformed and
being disrupted.
Digital disruption is manifesting
itself in different ways however
because you all have customers in
different industries.
For example, look at businesses
that are customer intensive.
Businesses that have millions of
interactions with customers very
frequently, such as banks, airlines,
hospitality and retail organisations.
In this case, transformation
is coming through the customer
interaction and customer experience.
They focus on managing the front
office, transforming their channels,
leveraging social media and call
centre operations — that’s where the
low hanging fruit is.
On the other hand, consider
industries like oil and gas, chemical
plants, and heavy manufacturing
facilities — asset intensive
businesses. In these businesses,
the way that digital manifests itself
is in transformation of the asset
productivity and operations, which
is where the Internet of Things (IoT)
becomes relevant for example.
Meanwhile, for businesses that
are service orientated, it is the
productivity of labour where you
should focus on.
The story here is, understand who
your customers serve, figure out which
group they belong to and help them on
their digital transformation journey by
attacking the low hanging fruit.
That is digital disruption. And to
dive deeper, it is happening at the
market level, the product level and
the channel level.
Market disruption is the idea that
disruption takes place by connecting
buyers in a marketplace through
supply and demand matching, this is
what we call Uberization.
Product disruption is the
transformation of a product either

by converting it into a service or by
attaching software-based intelligence
to the product, this is what we call
Servicization.
Channel disruption is the
restructuring of the channel and
the intermediaries in the channel by
taking advantage of networks, this is
what we call Amazonization.

UBERIZATION
Uberization takes an asset that is
poorly utilised and matches demand
and supply. There are two types of
marketplaces — asset marketplace
and labour marketplace. Uber is
a combination of both whereas
Airbnb is an example of an asset
marketplace.
The important implication of an
asset marketplace is that latent
capacity is being brought online. We
didn’t take cab drivers and convert
them into Uber drivers and we didn’t
take hotels and convert them into
Airbnb locations — we brought new
players in.
So, are you at risk?
• Do you sell a service that relies on
high-value assets or high-value
human capital?
• If you sell capital goods, are your
assets utilised at less than 20 per
cent of their capacity?
• Do customers use your products
or services only occasionally?
• Is there latent capacity in your
market that can be brought
online?

SERVICIZATION
Servicization is the simple idea of
replacing ownership with access
and making a product into a
service. But there are two types of
servicization, one where a product
becomes a service which is SaaS,
IaaS or PaaS, or when a product
becomes intelligent by the addition
of software that allows you to create
subscription-based models through
the intelligent use of assets.
And to find an example of this,
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take unmanned aerial vehicles as
a use case. We are all familiar with
drones in the consumer sense, but
what about a military drone made for
the US Army? This drone carries out
surveillance of targets over countries
such as Iraq or Afghanistan and do
you know how they get paid? They
get paid based on pixels over target.
They get paid by the imagery that is
provided and by the pixel — it’s an
as-a-service model.
So, are you at risk?
• Can your products be infused with
software-based intelligence?
• Can your products be connected to
and accessed over a network?
• Do customers value usage-based
pricing models instead of paying
for capital assets?
• Can you get paid for the value you
create for customers?

Services, Microsoft and Google —
they are the three big players that
are disrupting the channel. The first
disruption is around transforming
the structure of the channel to create
better economics and superior
customer experience, essentially
taking out low value-added
middlemen.
Going further, one of the
interesting paradoxes is that after
Amazon went and destroyed grocery
stores and destroyed the physical
book stores, they are now opening
book stores and grocery stores and
they just bought Whole Foods.
Stores are coming back, but they
are coming back in ways we don’t
recognise, with Amazon changing
the structure and role of the physical
retail channel by using logistics
and customer data as a competitive
advantage.

AMAZONIZATION
Amazonization is the idea that I
eliminate middlemen and restructure
the channel in a fundamental way. If
you look at the three dark horsemen
in this equation — Amazon Web

“CHANNELS NEVER GET
DESTROYED, THEY GET
TRANSFORMED”

So, are you at risk?
• What percentage of sales in your
market are through e-commerce?
• What percentage of your sales
go through e-commerce? Do
your retailers and distributors
add enough value to justify their
margins?
• Is there a segment of customers
that values low-touch and no-frills
offerings?
• Is Amazon already in your market?
But I believe every speech should
consist of three parts — What? So
what? And now what? And the flip of
disruption is that there is opportunity
and the opportunity we have is to
explore digital transformation.
Technology channels will come
back but they will be transformed
because different functions and
capabilities are more valuable
today. 
Professor Mohanbir Sawhney is a
globally recognised scholar, teacher,
consultant and speaker in innovation,
strategic marketing and new media.
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WHAT THE CHANNEL
What partners are planning

Keeping all of our existing
vendors — no changes

What are your plans for the
vendors you will work with
over the next 12 months?

27%

Looking to take on some new
vendors where we don't have
solutions

43%

Looking to replace some
of our existing vendors
with alternatives

73%

30%

Moves, adds
and changes

Vendors must stop...
Quoting direct
Offering irrelevant incentives
Providing meaningless reporting
Dictating margin
Offering pointless rewards to close deals

Competing directly
Engineering margins and FX rates
Changing program requirements
Calling at quarter-end about deals
Competing with partners

| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

"Help provide qualified
leads and fully support
partner led sales; align
internal sales comp, proper
account planning and joint
customer events"

Better parntering

"Create the market for your
products and include us in
your sales and marketing
activities"

Deal flow

Market making

What partners want from vendors
"Understand my
business (channel)
better, make deal reg
smooth and consistent,
provide channel specific
support, training and true
cloud consumption
models"
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WANTS

THE AUSTRALIAN CHANNEL NEEDS RECALIBRATING,
WITH EDGE RESEARCH UNCOVERING THE TRUE PAIN
POINTS AND PRIORITIES OF PARTNERS AND VENDORS
— JAMES HENDERSON EXPLAINS.

What vendors are planning

Keeping all of our existing
partners — no changes

What are your plans for the partners you
will work with over the next12 months?

13%

"Some partners are not as active as once were"
"We are rapidly expanding our channel from a direct sales
approach"
"We need more partners for coverage regionally and in
specific verticals"

Looking to take on
some new partners
toexpand our coverage

75%

Looking to replace
some of our existing
partners

87%

12%

Moves, adds
and changes

Partners must stop...
Having a solution agnostic attitude
Selling on price
Seeking additional discount
Clinging to outdated business systems
Bringing vendors in late to opportunties

Shopping around distributors
Being driven by discount
Trying to support too many brands
Waiting for leads
Being guarded with opportunities

"Add value to our services
(not just sell them), focus
on your differentiation and
value add in a sale"

Engagement

"More proactive demandgen activity, generate their
own leads, invest more in
pre-sales resource"

Value-add

Pro-active

What vendors want from partners
"Engage better —
partnerships — acting as
a team, engage earlier when
there are problems.
Partner with others who
offer skills that are
complementary"
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Top 10 ways
vendors can
influence partners
1

INDUSTRY MEDIA

In the technology and telecom
space, there are 16 sizeable media
companies around the world who
have been quick to recognise the
communities trend, and have formed
powerful offerings under their
trusted brands. Looking at their
advertising guides, you will quickly
notice that unique readers are high
among all of them.
Simply put, partners don't have
the time to read a stack of magazines
or a bunch of newsletters — they
tend to choose only one brand to
follow. How does this align with your
media strategy?

2

ASSOCIATIONS

3

ANALYSTS

There are numerous associations,
both generic as well as hyper-focused.
Surprisingly, the largest association in
the world (by far) doesn't even reach
five per cent of the intended audience.
Looking at your product portfolio,
are you aligned with the macro and
micro based communities where your
partners are engaging?

Depending on the size and
maturity of partner channel you are
recruiting, analyst firms can have
a major impact on whether you are
considered for your product category.
Research by firms such as Forrester,
Gartner and IDC tend to carry a lot of
weight as the size of partner grows.
Also, there are hundreds of mid
and smaller sized analysts that carry
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF SOURCES
OF INFLUENCE IN THE CHANNEL AND
THEY TEND TO HAVE A VERY LOYAL AND
ENGAGED SUBSET OF FOLLOWERS
— FORRESTER PRINCIPAL ANALYST
OF GLOBAL CHANNEL JAY MCBAIN
UNVEILED THE HOT SPOTS AT EDGE 2017.

weight as channel consultants that
also have power in making vendor
decisions. Are you spending enough
time building those relationships?

4

DISTRIBUTORS

Depending on your product
category, making the commitment
to broad-line or niche distribution
will be important. From an influence
perspective, distributors have outsized reach and marketing budgets
to drive partner influence. Many
small and mid-sized partners use
distribution almost exclusively for
learning and community.

5

VENDOR COMMUNITIES

Several companies have built
impressive communities that serve
their ecosystem. For example, in the
managed services world, companies
such as ConnectWise and Autotask
have built large and loyal followings
of partners that they offer other
opportunities to market through.
There are many more examples
ranging from SaaS ecosystems
such as Salesforce Dreamforce to
traditional vendors such as HP, Dell,
Cisco and Lenovo.

6

sponsorships for events available. In
some cases, vendors can participate.

PEER GROUPS

Many partners that I have worked
with swear by peer groups. The ability
to engage with like-minded folks
and solve problems in a very humancentric way is a huge benefit for them.
In most cases, these peer groups try
to avoid outside influence but do have

Jay McBain —
Principal Analyst
of Global Channels,
Forrester

7

THOUGHT LEADERS AND
BLOGGERS

8

TRADE-SHOWS

9

SOCIAL

This is a broad group, but by engaging
through thought leadership, blogging
and consultancy, they become the
most visible people in the channel.
They are very visible and they have
influence on many partners.

Most channel professionals will
only attend one or two events per year
but understanding your target partner
and having a healthy trade-show
calendar is a must.

Being on social means more than
having company Facebook, LinkedIn
or Twitter accounts. There are some
vendors currently winning this
medium, with very socially-minded
channel managers engaging at a
personal level on these platforms.
There are thousands of partners
engaged, with real business being
conducted by ‘people they like’.

10

SHADOW CHANNELS

Partners such as consultants,
integrators, ISVs, professional
services firms, born-in-the-cloud
and start-ups are all disrupting what
traditional channels look like. The
shadow channel is currently the wildwest but they need to connect, learn,
and engage like everyone else. 
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Has the
role of the
vendor
changed
within the
channel?
NEW BUSINESS MODELS AND MARKET
PLAYERS ARE COMBINING TO CREATE
CONFUSION AS TO THE FUTURE
ROLE OF THE VENDOR, WITH A CLEAR
DEFINITION STILL LACKING — CHANNEL
DYNAMICS CO-FOUNDER AND
DIRECTOR MOHEB MOSES OFFERED
CLARITY DURING EDGE 2017.

A

question that is straightforward
to ask, yet complex to answer
— has the role of the vendor
changed within the channel?
From a technological standpoint,
the answer is no. But from the
perspective of the channel, the
answer is yes.
“The role of the vendor, namely
that of creating new and innovative
products, has not changed,” Channel
Dynamics co-founder and director
Moheb Moses acknowledged.
“What has changed (or more
accurately, what will change) is
their role in the supply chain, their
relevance for the customer, their
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

Moheb Moses –
Co-founder and
Director, Channel
Dynamics

relationships with partners and their
approach to partner programs.”
According to Moses, the supply
chain has become less linear, moving
away from the traditional route to
market of vendor to distributor to
reseller to end-user. Today, the path
has become more like a spider web
that surrounds the customer.
“Partners sell to partners,”
Moses observed. “Service providers
sell to distributors who resell the
solution to partners and/or vendors.
New services companies — that
behave more like distributors — have
appeared and sell to the customer,
but deliver their services under the

partner's brand.
“So the definitions for ‘distributor’
and ‘reseller’ are becoming less
clear, and that means the future
vendor needs to invest more time
in understanding their partner's
businesses, and be more flexible in
how they work with partners with
newer and different business models.”
To add another layer of complexity
to the question, not all vendors
are created equal. With success
chiefly defined by market share and
revenue figures, the size, scale and
stature of a technology manufacturer
also contributes to the customer’s
interpretation of the brand.

Citrix and Dicker Data are accelerating businesses to embrace digital
transformation with Cloud and Mobility.

Fast Track your journey today and Accelerate
with Citrix to Power the digital workspace
of the future, today – together!

PRE-REGISTER
Pre-register for a 10-minute
mini in-booth session or book a
meeting with Citrix through ON
Demand and WIN an F1 racing
car USB*

Making the Cloud Simpler. Business Faster.
Dicker Data’s TechX is almost here and we’re getting excited! This year, Citrix will show
you ﬁrst-hand how you can support your customers to Accelerate the Move to the Digital
workspace.
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Don’t miss your opportunity to be part of one the biggest Partner events of the year!
Pre-register for a Citrix session, book a meeting at Citrix On Demand about enhancing
your partnership or joining our community and enter our ‘Accelerate with Citrix Circuit
Competition’.
There are heaps of things to see and do at the Citrix booth, from interactive sessions, live
demos and one-on-ones with our experts. We have some great prizes to give away in
each city, and we’re on the lookout for our next Citrix champion.
In a TechX ﬁrst, Citrix is running the ‘Accelerate with Citrix Circuit Competition’!
Enter to go in the running to win a limited edition Day One Xbox One 2017
game console.

For more information contact the Citrix Channel Team on 02 8870 0895
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When examining cloud vendors for
example, Moses said an important
distinction exists that differentiates
how the vendor goes to market
through the channel.
Namely, whether the customer
perceives that vendor's brand as a
puppy dog or a battery hen.
“We have an attachment to a
puppy dog that we don’t have to a
hen,” Moses explained. “In fact, we
don’t even care about the hen… what
we really care about is the egg.
“Similarly, in technology, puppy dog
services are those where the customer
cares about the brand, whereas,
battery hen services are those where
the customer cares about the service,
but not the brand behind it.
“For example, if a managed
service provider (MSP) is providing
email-as-a-service, the customer
may care about which email
application is being used, but not
necessarily about the storage or
networking products supporting it.”
Consequently, this changes how a
vendor engages with the channel.
“If the customer perceives a
vendor's technology as a battery hen
service, then the MSP is in fact the
customer, not the end-user,” he said.
“In the past, partners tended to lead
with the vendor's brand.
“For example, a partner would
have proudly boasted on the front
page of their website that they were
(say) an IBM or HP partner. Today
you can struggle to find out which
vendors the partner even sells.”
Despite such changing dynamics,
Moses was quick to stress that
the importance of the vendor still
remains within the channel equation,
but it’s just under a different guise in
2017 compared to before.
“It’s just that the partners want
the customer to see the partner as
the primary contact rather than the
vendor, because this gives them
greater account control, and more
flexibility in how they deliver a
solution,” he said.
”Of course, if the vendor is a puppy
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

dog, then the partner will continue to
promote the vendor. But if the vendor is
a battery hen, the customer may never
even know they are part of the mix.”

PARTNER PROGRAMS
Collectively, different vendor
definitions — coupled with emerging
technologies, different customer
buying patterns and a new breed of
customer — are also challenging the
traditional purpose, and process, of
partner programs.
“Most vendor programs today
reward partners on revenue
achievement,” Moses explained. “For
example, if a partner achieves their

but that means paying small amounts
of MDF for the next three years,” he
said. “The alternative is to reward
partners up front, but that may mean
paying a $6K rebate on $15K revenue
(which on a spreadsheet looks
disproportionate).
“Partner programs that today are
based solely on revenue achievement
will not have the influence they used
to in an annuity model.”
In looking ahead, Moses said the
successful vendors of the future will
have a more sophisticated means for
tracking and measuring performance,
alongside a “far more complex”
channel model to manage, with the

“WE HAVE AN ATTACHMENT TO A
PUPPY DOG THAT WE DON’T HAVE
TO A BATTERY HEN”
revenue target, they receive a rebate.
So if the target for the quarter is (say)
$300K in perpetual licenses, and
the rebate is two per cent, then that
equates to $6,000.”
But when applying this approach
to an MSP, Moses said the process
becomes more complex.
“The equivalent annuity revenue for
an MSP for a similar sized deal would
be around $15K/month,” he said.
“Of course, this is a monthly revenue
stream that continues each month for
the next three years, but it is difficult
for a vendor to track and reward that.
“For example, if the deal was
closed in April, the vendor would
recognise $45K, but if it was closed
in June, then the vendor would only
recognise $15K, meaning the rebate
could be anywhere from $300 to $900
(still well short of the $6K reward for
a perpetual deal).”
This means vendor programs
must adapt to the changing nature of
revenue accrual in an annuity model.
“One option is to reward partners
for as long as the contract is in place,

successful traits today still relevant.
“They will have a clear
understanding of the role of their
channel and clear expectations of
what their partners need to deliver,”
Moses outlined.
Delving deeper, the future vendor
will also provide transparency
around direct customer dealings,
underpinned by clear rules of
engagement and consequences for
breaching such rules.
“They will also understand that
if they are going to use a channel
(which not every vendor may) that
the channel is not ‘a thing that the
channel team looks after’ but that
it is a go-to-market strategy that
affects everyone in the company from
the CEO down,” Moses added.
“Vendors don’t necessarily have
to have the best program or the best
product to be successful — consistency
is more important. If partners know
how a vendor will behave, they can
build a business around that. Whereas
if a vendor is inconsistent, it’s hard to
trust them.” 
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CHANNEL CHAT
WITH HPE
J

AMES HENDERSON CHATTED WITH
HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE
DIRECTOR OF CHANNELS CHRIS
TREVITT.

FROM A CHANNEL PERSPECTIVE, WHAT
ARE HPE’S TOP PRIORITIES IN 2017?
We aim to continue delivering strong
profitable growth for our partners, as well
as assisting our partners in developing
deep competencies and monetising the
opportunities presented by the shift to
hybrid IT. We are also evolving our Partner
Ready Program to meet the varying
needs of system integrators, value added
resellers, service providers, independent
software vendors and distributors.
HOW HAS THE COMPANY EVOLVED AS A
VENDOR SINCE ITS SPLIT IN NOVEMBER
2015?
Since November 2015, HPE has become
increasingly focused on technology
innovation and driving a strategy of
making hybrid IT simple, powering the
intelligent edge and implementing world
class services which complement the
capabilities of our partners. In the last
six months, we have acquired Simplivity,
Nimble Storage and Cloud Cruiser, all of
which contribute to our mission to make
hybrid IT simple. We’ve also acquired Niara,
a platform which will help customers
secure the intelligent edge.
WHAT ARE THE MAJOR TRENDS
CURRENTLY IMPACTING THE MARKET?
There is a growing trend amongst
customers to move to a hybrid architecture
for the delivery of technology services.
While some workloads might be suited
to hyper-scale public cloud, customers
are making the decision to run workloads
on-premise or in dedicated private
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

Chris Trevitt
— Director of
Channels, HPE

environments. As a result, in the local
market we’re seeing growth from smaller,
highly-focused, customer centric service
providers.
HOW ARE THE CHANGING DEMANDS
OF THE CUSTOMER IMPACTING THE
CHANNEL?
With shifting customer needs, we have
identified three key trends in the market.
Firstly, the emergence of new partners
who heavily focus in offering infrastructure
and software as-a-service. Secondly, many
existing partners are developing high value
services closer to the application layer and
thirdly, there is a growing trend towards
specialisation in technology, verticals or
both.
WHAT CAN THE CHANNEL EXPECT FROM
HPE IN 2017?
The channel can expect us to continue to
put them at the centre of our business. In
the first half of 2017 we made significant
resource investments expanding our
partner management team. We launched a
streamlined, lucrative rebate program and
we brought HPE Aruba into the Partner
Ready framework. We strengthened

our deal registration program to drive
profitable growth for our partners and
we’ve just launched digital marketing
services for our partners. We’re also
adding new competencies to our industry
leading enablement program, for example
a new hybrid IT competency and a
Secure Virtual Workplace competency.
SimpliVity and Nimble will be brought into
the program, creating a wealth of new
opportunity for our partners.
HOW HAS THE CLOSURE OF DELL EMC
IMPACTED HPE IN THE MARKET?
The feedback we are receiving from our
partner community is that they are excited
about the changes HPE has made and
continues to make. They are excited that
we have streamlined the organisation to
become more agile, more responsive and
easier to engage.
WHERE DO YOU SEE OPPORTUNITY FOR
PARTNERS IN 2017?
IDC data shows that investment in
technologies and solutions to power
digital transformation will grow at nine per
cent — this is driving profound changes
in today’s marketplace and creating new
opportunities for our partners here in
Australia.
The key opportunity for HPE and our
partners is in hybrid IT and powering the
intelligent edge. We are working closely
with our partners to deliver the services
and expertise to make this vision possible,
with our offerings constantly evolving in
response to feedback from our partners
and joint customers.
IN ONE WORD, HOW DO YOU THINK
CHANNEL PARTNERS DESCRIBE YOUR
COMPANY?
Energised.

BROTHER

FOR BUSINESS

At Brother, we want to
be a true technology
partner for your business.
We understand that for a
print infrastructure to be
a success, it has to offer
you ﬂexibility, reliability
and affordability alongside
good-quality printing
and fast scan speeds.
Most of all, it should have
a positive impact on
everybody’s productivity
and efﬁciency.

Designed to meet
the needs of highvolume users, our new
Professional Colour Laser
range lets you print with
conﬁdence, offering you
speedy print and scan
times and lower costs
thanks to super and ultra
high-yield toners.

Add to that enhanced
security, intelligent
efﬁciency-boosting
features and scalable
paper tray options, and
you have a printer that
maximises productivity in
even the most demanding
business environment.

Start your journey with Brother today at
www.brother.com.au/professionalcolourseries
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BUILDING A BUSINESS
EDGE RESEARCH DEEP-DIVED INTO HOW PARTNERS ARE RUNNING INTERNAL OPERATIONS ACROSS
AUSTRALIA, UNCOVERING LEADING PRIORITIES FOR 2017 AND BEYOND — TECH RESEARCH ASIA
EXECUTIVE CONSULTANT MARK ILES EXPLAINS.

Partner financials — a tale of two metrics
73%

What happened to your
revenue / profit during the
past 12 months?

56%
35%
18%
9%

10%
Revenue

Annuity transition

Increased

Stayed the same

Decreased

What percentage of your annual revenue is
currently annuity or as-a-service?

What is your goal in 3 years time?

25%

55%

Median for partners
Range 0 - 70%

6/10 Partners
targeting above 55%

Future business investment
How will your overall investment
into your business change during
the next 12 months?

Profit

Decrease 1%

Stay the same 31%
Increase 68%
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PLAN FOR PARTNERS
Sales vs. Marketing
How will you change
your approach to
sales and marketing
investment during the
next 12 months?

73%
61%

36%

"Funding for thoughtleadership is integral in
cementing our position as
market leader"

24%

3%

3%
Marketing

We are looking to
invest more

We don't plan any
significant change

We plan to reduce
investment

Creating a collaborative channel

Are you engaging other providers to deliver
a solution for the customer?

Yes
Often
0%

10%

20%

Yes
Sometimes
30%

Sales

40%

50%

60%

Yes
No
Occasionally
70%

80%

90%

100%

Currently, 90 per cent of customers see a need for partners to collaborate to help deliver projects and partners agree. But one question remains, how quickly will this begin to happen?
Increased specialisation means increased collaboration – you can’t separate the two things moving forward.

M&A mania set
to continue

54%
Are you looking to make or
receive an acquistion offer in
the next 12 months?

"Looking to acquire and also looking at
offers"
"Of course everyone is! But in all
seriousness more work to do first"
"We are always looking for acquisition
opportunities"
"We have acquired in last 2 years and
intend to do so again in current 12
months. Have indentified targets"

There’s no question that mergers and acquisitions
(M&A) activity will continue in the year ahead. Just
through my own personal reckoning, 31 deals have
been made public in Australia this year alone. That’s
one a week since the start of the year and much of
the activity has been driven by two key market forces.
Firstly, scale in service delivery matters when the
services are broad e.g. managing 1k desktops or 10k
desktops require little difference in support costs.
Secondly, as specialist skills become more valued many
larger players would prefer to buy their way in than
take the time to build due to how quickly the market
is moving.
arnnet.com.au | AUGUST 2017 |
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Examining the
5 new partner types now
at the customer table
AS A NEW BREED OF CUSTOMER
EMERGES, NEW BREEDS OF PARTNERS
ARE EMERGING IN PARALLEL, CREATING
A COMPETITIVE THREAT TO THE
TRADITIONAL CHANNEL — FORRESTER
PRINCIPAL ANALYST OF GLOBAL
CHANNELS JAY MCBAIN OUTLINES
THE PARTNERS OF THE FUTURE.

A

broad and diverse group
of companies from all
backgrounds are engaging,
influencing, recommending and
even reselling technology to lines of
business, with a shadow channel now
emerging across the industry.
Spanning five new partner types,
customers are now inviting softwareas-a-service (SaaS) ecosystem
consultants and integration partners
to the table, alongside independent
software vendors (ISVs) and industrybased professional services firms.
Rounding off the list, customers
are now engaging with born-inthe-cloud IT and telecom firms,
alongside start-ups looking to disrupt
traditional industries.
So, let’s take a closer look…
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

1

SAAS ECOSYSTEM
CONSULTANTS
AND INTEGRATION
PARTNERS

The growth of the SaaS industry since
early in 2000 has been staggering.
Major, multi-billion-dollar revenue
streams are still growing north of 30
per cent - 15 years later.
We are now seeing clear winners
in each of the line of business
categories. For example, 10 years ago
there were over 300 CRM solutions
competing in a very fragmented
market. Salesforce has now secured
almost 1/5 of all CRM opportunity
and competes in a more narrow,
established market between onpremise and cloud offerings.
Other winners include companies

Jay McBain – Principal
Analyst of Global
Channels, Forrester

such as Marketo, NetSuite, Workday
and many others. These winners
have built impressive ecosystems
around their products where all
boats are rising – and quickly. For
example, Salesforce has 695 partners
globally that drive over US$20 billion
in revenue, equating to US$5 for
every US$1 a customer spends on
the CRM licence. Similar numbers
are seen across all line of business
ecosystems.
This is primarily consulting and
integration revenue. The Salesforce
ISV and customised developer
partnerships drive billions of more
dollars of value. In fact, Salesforce
CEO Marc Benioff outlined a US$290
billion ecosystem opportunity value
over the next five years for those that
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want to compete.
According to Goldman Sachs
research, the SaaS economy will
drive US$106 billion in revenue
this year, growing by 30 per cent
for the foreseeable future. With the
opportunity of US$5 for every SaaS
dollar, we are looking at a halftrillion-dollar opportunity that hasn’t
yet been realised. I personally don’t
believe the number is that high, but
anything multiplied by US$106 billion
is significant.

2

ISVS

Keeping on the Salesforce
example, the ISV ecosystem
is called AppExchange and it has
3,000 apps, generating four million
downloads, US$20 billion in ISV
revenue (including a couple of billion
that Salesforce takes off the top in a
revenue share). An impressive 75 per
cent of their customers use apps in
addition to the core software.
There are several unicorns
(company’s worth over US$1
billion in market value) that are
completely reliant on these SaaS
ecosystems. Adding tools, workflow,
customised and specialised industry
solutions, and other value adds is
a very lucrative environment for
entrepreneurs. The investment
community of venture capitalists
are also eager to back companies in
these ecosystems with hundreds of
dedicated funds.
The shadow competition comes
in the form of free services. In the
rush to grab share, many ISVs (and
the investment community behind
them) measure recurring revenue on
the software and tend to give away
or look negatively upon one-time,
project based services.

3

INDUSTRY-BASED
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES FIRMS

Every company is being forced to
become a technology company.
Whether it is a car company with
Tesla sneaking up, transportation

company with Uber, hospitality
company with Airbnb, or any other
of the 27 industries, technological
disruption is threatening traditional
companies with extinction.
This means that every ancillary
service or consulting company
supporting these industries is being
forced into technology as well.
CompTIA ran an excellent piece of
research in late 2015 focusing on the
professional services vertical, looking
specifically at accounting, legal and
marketing firms.
These verticals are huge, rivalling
the size of the IT and telecom channel
in terms of number of firms.
But more than just size, these
companies are rapidly converging into
the broader IT and telecom space. For
example, 51 per cent of accounting
firms resell software today, with 33
per cent more considering it. The
numbers are similar for offering IT
compliance, consulting, advisory and
assessments.
By the year 2020, more than 80
per cent of accounting and marketing
firms will be indistinguishable from
traditional IT channel partners - legal
is slightly lower at 55 per cent, but
still heading the same direction.
Now think about every company, in
every industry becoming a competitor
for these technology dollars that
lines of business departments are
increasingly spending. This casts a
huge shadow and is very tough to
compete with.

4

BORN-IN-THE-CLOUD
IT AND TELECOM
FIRMS

Much has been written about bornin-the-cloud – and most of it turned
out to be wrong.
Don’t get me wrong, there are
many successful companies that have
been started in the cloud era, with
business models purpose-built for
this environment, and finding success
as brokers, integrators and building
trust within lines of business.
The great influx of millennial,

born-in-the-cloud value-added
resellers and managed service
providers hasn’t materialised as
predicted however. The technology
industry is struggling to stay in the
top 10 of most desired industries for
university graduates.
Technology is so intertwined
with business today that younger
people look to themselves as sales,
marketing, HR, operations or finance
leaders and that technology is an
obvious and ubiquitous part of their
job role.
With all that said, born-in-thecloud is still a formidable shadow
channel as the skill level is high,
business model optimised and energy
level higher.

5

START-UPS LOOKING
TO DISRUPT
TRADITIONAL
INDUSTRIES

It is difficult to measure start-ups,
as many countries don’t keep track.
The best estimate from the Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor is there
are about 613 million people trying to
start about 396 million businesses.
About one third will be launched, so
you can assume 133 million new firm
births per year, with just shy of two
million of those being technology
start-ups.
These are big numbers and it’s
safe to say that both innovation and
entrepreneurship are as hot as ever.
Each of these companies have a new
idea or, what they think, is a better
way to do things.
The shadow channel effect
is that traditional service-based
opportunities could be automated,
replaced or deemed redundant in
the future. The traditional channel is
not immune to the reported 47 per
cent of jobs that could be replaced by
artificial intelligence, machines and
robotics in the near future.

FUTURE IMPACT
It is hard to predict the impact of each
of these shadow channels against the
arnnet.com.au | AUGUST 2017 |
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Partners of the future
(L - R) Ronnie Altit (Insentra); Sachin
Verma (Oreta); Mark Iles (Tech Research
Asia); Nick Beaugeard (HubOne); Jo
Masters (Tquila) and James Henderson
(ARN / Reseller News) at EDGE 2017

future technology opportunity. We do
know that competition for traditional
partners is shifting from the business
across the street to a myriad of
influencers on end customers.
The good news is that the pie
is also growing. The technology
industry grew 5.1 per cent during
2016 and is looking positive for years
to come. The skills and resources to
take advantage of this pie look much
different than they did even three
years ago.
The shadow channel is currently
the wild west — the equivalent
of where the traditional channel
was maturity-wise in the early
1990’s. They are putting customer
businesses at risk everyday by
playing fast and loose with customer
data, financial and even HR data.
Proprietary information is flying
everywhere across public clouds by
smaller start-ups with little control
or regard for the ramifications (or
regulations).
The traditional channel has an
opportunity to play a crucial role
as the adult in the room. Through
strategic partnerships of their own,
mergers, acquisitions, hiring/adopting
the right skills, as well as business
model changes, they can ensure
that maturity is injected back into
the system. Things such as business
continuity, security and compliance
are critical requirements of the lines
of business departments — and
very few in the shadow channels can
execute at this point. 
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

Tquila

Insentra

Tquila is a pure-play Salesforce Platinum
Consulting Partner helping customers
with today’s business imperatives of digital
transformation. What makes Tquila unique
is our depth of expertise in Salesforce
implementations across Salesforce multicloud solutions, such as marketing; services,
community, analytics, CPQ and integration
with back-end and legacy systems.
Even though we are still a young
start-up, we have built a team of over 51
dedicated Salesforce professionals holding
100+ Salesforce certifications. We deliver
a full range of services — from strategy,
implementation and integration, through
to custom applications development,
governance and support.

We provide multiple layers of value, are
non-competitive and entirely accretive to the
IT channel. We hold quite a unique place in
the ecosystem — we are a system integrator,
a managed service provider (MSP) and
distributor all rolled into one.
We are an SI in that we integrate
technologies however we don’t sell any tier-1
software or hardware (our partners do that)
so vendors find it hard to provide us metal
status’ as we don’t attribute any revenue
to our name. We are an MSP because we
bring managed service offerings to our
partners and we are a distributor because
we represent several international ISVs,
bringing their solutions to market.

Ronnie Altit — CEO, Insentra

Jo Masters — CEO, Tquila A/NZ

HubOne
We write software and solutions targeted at
the financial services vertical that resellers
can sell to their clients, making additional
margin and differentiating themselves in the
channel. Our software focuses on extending
Microsoft 365 to perform enhanced
document management.
We’re an ISV with deep relationships with
Microsoft, rhipe and several existing channel
partners and we also partner with common
accounting practice software such as CCH
iFIrm and Xero.
From a capability perspective, we focus
on providing better development and
documentation, while technical writing is key
to enabling our partners.

Nick Beaugeard — CEO, HubOne

Oreta
We are a start-up service integrator for cloud
where we pride ourselves on being vendor
agnostic when it comes to choosing the
right fit for the end customer, alongside our
growing advisory practice.
Digital agendas are underpinned by cloud
with a robust network and mature operations
capability, and we are fiercely independent to
ensure we maximise this opportunity.
Strategic and collaborative are the two
words that come to mind to describe our
vendor relationships, with security now
a big focus area for our business. As the
dependency on data is growing in this
digital world, back-up and disaster recovery
solutions continue to grow in importance.

Sachin Verma — Managing Director,
Oreta

Your Data.
Multiple Clouds.
One 360 Approach.
360 Data Management for Hybrid & Multi-Cloud.
Protecting data | Minimising downtime | Ensuring compliance | Avoiding lock-in | Migrating workloads

Data Visibility

Data Protection

Gain granular understanding
of the entire unstructured
data landscape.

Ensure data recoverability for any
workload; enable self-service access
to virtual data copies.

Compliance Readiness
Prove regulatory compliance,
automate archiving & respond
to eDiscovery matters.

INTELLIGENT
CORE
Classiﬁcation, Discovery,
Policy Automation

Data/Workload Portability
Ensure freedom of data/workload
movement and migration across
locations and platforms.

Business Continuity

Storage Optimization

Minimize interruptions with
one-click failover to
any environment.

Boost performance, scalability
and availability across any storage
while dramatically reducing cost.
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Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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START-UP SPOTLIGHT
CONSIDERING THE SURGING LEVELS OF INNOVATION ACROSS THE LOCAL IT INDUSTRY,
ARN UNCOVERS THE EMERGING START-UPS CHANGING THE FACE OF THE CHANNEL IN
AUSTRALIA — LEON SPENCER REPORTS.

ENABLE PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
FOUNDED – 2014
HEADCOUNT – 75 people
KEY TECH – Enterprise service
management and business automation
KEY VENDORS — ServiceNow, Salesforce
KEY CUSTOMERS – Telstra, News Limited,
Australia Post, University of Western
Australia, NSW Government and Optus
Enable Professional Services’ footprint in
Australia has spread far and wide since its
launch in 2014, with the ServiceNow partner
setting up shop in Melbourne, Perth,
Brisbane, Adelaide and even Noida, India.
And the company decided very early on
to align its cloud business to ServiceNow.

“From day one, Enable’s mission was
to provide people with the consumer
experience they have outside of work,
within their workplace,” Enable managing
director Bruce Hara said. “Mobile-first
solutions, self service functions, full
visibility and transparency on requests
and approvals, resulting in automating
processes for companies to become more
efficient and profitable.”
Once in partnership with ServiceNow,
Enable entered the market via winning
relatively small projects, before picking up
big-ticket enterprise customers.
Additionally, Enable’s digital business
partnered closely with nbn — the company
behind the rollout of the National
Broadband Network (NBN) — on its user
experience for various products.

BRONTECH
FOUNDED – 2016
HEADCOUNT – Five
KEY TECH – Decentralised data
infrastructure based on Ethereum
blockchain tech
KEY CUSTOMERS – Everybody
In June, it was revealed that Brontech had
received $124,960 in co-funding from the
Federal Government to help progress and
commercialise its platform, which is based
on Ethereum blockchain technology.
Earlier in the year, the company was
one of eight start-ups inducted into
Telstra’s muru-D accelerator program.
Clearly, Brontech has something worth
investing in. But what is it, exactly?
“We provide a platform where users can
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

BRONTECH CO-FOUNDERS
– VOIDAN KARDALEV &
EMMA POPOSKA

connect several different accounts, help
them extract their personal information
and place it on an open marketplace,”
Brontech co-founder Emma Poposka said.
The company is doing this by leveraging
Ethereum blockchain technology together
with distributed data storage to build
a decentralised architecture for the
information exchange that sits at the core

Now, business is “flying”, with over 40
people making up the team in Australia
and a similar number in India.
And the company has since launched in
Singapore and Hong Kong.
“This is a massive opportunity to
reach new markets and new customers
and cement our position as the ‘go-to’
ServiceNow partner across the Asia Pacific
region,” Hara added.

BRUCE HARA – MANAGING
DIRECTOR, ENABLE

of the platform’s purpose.
“The platform also has a native digital
currency called The Bron that is managed
on Ethereum,” Poposka explained.
At the time of writing, the platform was
in its public alpha stage. Now, Brontech
is in the process of building out its data
marketplace back-end and is testing its
application programming interface (API)
with several corporate partners.
While the platform is still in its infancy,
the commercial ramifications of the
technology are compelling, as is the
reasoning behind its creation.
“The founding team has witnessed the
consequences from the fall of centralised
systems that created a strong reasoning
for them to passionately work towards
ensuring the decentralisation of the
internet,” Poposka said.
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AMICUS DIGITAL

Jessie Mitchell and Blair Cooke came up
through the Salesforce ranks, so it makes
sense that the two should go into business
together as co-founders of Salesforce
integration partner, Amicus Digital.
Mitchell and Cooke joined Salesforce
as part of the company’s acquisition of
ExactTarget in 2013 and the subsequent
launch of the Salesforce Marketing Cloud.
Cooke was the vice president of sales for
Australia and New Zealand and Mitchell
was one of his sales directors.
At the time, according to the co-

founders, Salesforce wanted to foster
an ecosystem of partners to support its
growth plans in Australia, providing an
opportunity to create a business that
helped marketers understand and use the
technology they were buying.
In 2015, the pair created Amicus
Digital together, with the aim of building
a business that would be a “friend” to its
customers.
To achieve this, the business would help
them, coach them, and make the process
of buying and using technical software

easier for organisations to adopt and use.
Broadly speaking, the company
specialises in undertaking
implementations for organisations coming
to Salesforce Marketing Cloud for the first
time.
“We also undertake audits for existing
customers to review how accounts have
been configured, how data is being used
and making sure they are set up in the best
way possible,” the founders said.
The company more than doubled in size
last year, growing to become the largest
independent Salesforce Marketing Cloud
specialist in Australia, with 25 staff.
According to Mitchell and Cooke, many
of the company’s team have come from
Salesforce or have worked within the
ecosystem for several years.
Amicus Digital’s evidently highly
experienced team even helped to see the
company placed in Salesforce’s top 10
partners in the Asia Pacific region in 2017.

REEKOH

integration platform designed for system
integrators and enterprises employing
IoT technology as part of their business
strategy plans.
The platform is powered via plugins
that are distributed through the Reekoh
Marketplace.
“Reekoh’s IoT integration platform is
built around a number core objects that
facilitate and manage data workflow from
device to [the] end-point,” Reekoh cofounder and CEO Dale Rankine said.
The plugins, which are installed from
the Reekoh Marketplace, are treated
as reusable assets that define how a
connection is made to various parts of
the IoT solution “value chain” – protocol,
device, network, security, service,
applications and more.
The company came into being after its
founders met in Manila through a shared
interest. That interest was based around
decoupling IoT data and systems from
the fragmented ecosystem of devices,
networks and applications.
Rankine had at the time been assisting

a Polish company
to commercialise
a vehicle-tracking
beacon, while
fellow co-founder
and CTO, Benj
Sicam, had been
developing a vehicle
tracking platform
which was device
DALE RANKINE
agnostic.
– CEO, REEKOH
The idea,
according to
Rankine, was to extend the agnostic
approach from the device right through to
the end application. A “couple” of different
methods to tackle this problem were
explored.
“When the plugin architecture was
defined and built in early prototyping, there
was a clear realisation that this could
then lay the foundation for not just how
integration occurred technically, but also
how the IoT ecosystem could be brought
together with Reekoh playing a central
role,” Rankine said.

FOUNDED – 2015
HEADCOUNT – 25
KEY TECH – Salesforce Marketing Cloud
KEY VENDORS – Salesforce
KEY CUSTOMERS – Roadshow, Intrepid
Group, Brown-Forman, Open Colleges and
Fairfax

FOUNDED – 2015
HEADCOUNT – 15
KEY TECH – Internet of Things
KEY VENDORS – Microsoft, Equinix,
Samsung, Libelium and Advantech
KEY CUSTOMERS – System integrators,
smart cities, water and energy technology
and solution companies
In June, it was revealed that Australian
Internet of Things (IoT) Platform-as-aService (PaaS) provider, Reekoh, had
signed a deal with global data centre
operator, Equinix, to offer its integration
platform to enterprises through the
provider’s facilities.
The agreement was just the latest in a
long line of partnerships that has helped
Reekoh to create a compelling portfolio
of offerings, with Microsoft and Samsung
among the vendors included in its long
roster of partners.
Founded in Australia and headquartered
in the Philippines, Reekoh provides an IoT

THE AMICUS DIGITAL TEAM
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T

ake a stroll down George
Street in Sydney, and stop by
an office block, restaurant

or bar.
Chances are the IT crowd will be
gathering, indulging in local beers
and house wines, turning small talk
into even smaller talk, bemoaning
a busy schedule while at the same
time, boasting about yet another
strong year of growth.
Amid such idle chitter chatter, it’s
easy to get a distorted view of the
channel.
Because for those seeking a
true indication as to what makes
the Australian market tick, head to
Melbourne, Ringwood to be precise.
There you’ll find one of the
original beating hearts, an authentic
distributor that has delivered value
for almost three decades.
For a brand that doesn’t shout
from the rooftops, and seldom seeks
the limelight, Multimedia Technology
has carved out an enviable reputation
across the country.
Built on the foundations of walking
the walk, the specialist distributor
has built up an army of vendors
and resellers since emerging from
Victoria in 1990.
Developing into a major channel
player with a bulging portfolio of
over 40 brand names — housing a
blend of established, emerging and
specialised vendors — Multimedia
offers expertise across core
technologies such as graphics,
storage, display, networking and
rugged computing.
“We have always given our
customers quality products, good
prices and excellent service,”
Multimedia CEO John Hassall said.
“It’s a winning formula and we are
regularly complimented by vendors
for having an excellent stock profiling
and forecasting experience.”
Operating within a distribution
market under siege from mergers
and acquisitions (M&A) activity, as
a global influx of players settle on
Australian shores, there’s a refreshing
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

THE BEATING
HEART OF
DISTRIBUTION

AS ONE OF AUSTRALIA’S PREMIER NATIONAL IT PROVIDERS,
MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY HAS SERVED THE CHANNEL FOR 27
YEARS — JAMES HENDERSON ASSESSES THE SCIENCE AND ART
OF DELIVERING VALUE IN DISTRIBUTION.

air of locality about Multimedia that
continues to stand the test of time.
But despite the personable touch,
and the grassroots feel, Multimedia is
no small fry distributor.
With over 95 staff now on the
books, the business has experienced
sustained growth during the highs
and the lows of the industry, resulting
in the opening of regional offices in
Sydney, Brisbane and Perth.

Such longevity should not be
underestimated in the competitive
world of the channel, with Hassall
acknowledging that while a quality
product represents a “good start” for
any distributor, Multimedia continues
to differentiate by being “consistent,
predictable, honest and reliable”.
Obvious attributes of success
perhaps, but scarcely are such
qualities put into practice.
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“We have long-term staff who
understand the products and offer
exceptional advice to clients,” he
said. “Our value-add is that we don’t
just ship boxes, resellers deal with
trained staff who solution sell and
provide advice when required.”
Despite being dwarfed in revenue
by the billion-dollar distribution
heavyweights of the Australian
market, Multimedia remains equal to
the competition through a relationship
and solution selling approach.
“We remain profitable, successful
and will be here for many years to
come,” Hassall said. “Our focussed
solution selling approach and
strategic vendor selection makes us
very well respected in the small to
medium sized market especially.
“Many of our sales people have
been with us for over ten years (in
two cases over 20 years) and they
have held relationships with resellers
for decades in some cases.”
For Hassall, such an approach
ensures resellers deal with
Multimedia with “absolute
confidence”, leveraging a technology
catalogue that continues to evolve.
“The products and technologies
may change, but our core focus
remains consistent," Hassall said.
Anchored by a central priority
around providing product excellence,
Multimedia has maneuvered
internally to keep up with growing
demand, through the revamping of
the company’s internal infrastructure.
Specifically, the business deployed
a new enterprise resource planning
(ERP) system, specifically designed to
handle the trials and tribulations of
day-to-day IT distribution.
“We take pride in our value-added
resellers being able to access their
unique negotiated pricing by vendor,
category or product when logged in,
which allows them to order online
quickly and efficiently,” Hassall
added. “Vendors also appreciate the
flexibility we have relating to data
feeding, electronic data interchange
(EDI) and channel management.”

According to Hassall, such
changes contributed to the distributor
both “hitting and exceeding” budget
expectations for 2017, backed up by
“record results” in June.
“As always, popular in-demand
products are selling well and our AV,
storage and graphics units have all
exceeded plan,” he explained.

professional, Hassall acknowledged
that the new resellers on the
Multimedia radar require new offerings
from a distribution perspective, yet this
remains underpinned by traditional
approaches.
“We see it as our responsibility to
support those new technologies that
we believe are sustainable and have a
future,” Hassall added. “As always we
insist the product is robust and good
quality.
“Most importantly, we are ultracareful to ensure the manufacturer
will stand by the product integrity and
that we can provide the necessary
back-end support to protect
resellers. Our customers expect us
to provide a type of safety filter with
regards to new technologies.”

EVOLVING CHANNEL
While a core group of veteran
providers remain, new technologies
have paved the way for new partners
to engage and execute on changing
customer demands, most notably
through specialised offerings.
“20 years ago, there were
hundreds of resellers building
white-box computers and buying
components,” Hassall recalled.
“But today most our resellers are

COMPREHENSIVE
PRODUCTS
John Hassall –
CEO, Multimedia
Technology

supporting business clients who
require more specific solutions.
“Our recent creation of a
dedicated AV team has seen us
selling to resellers we previously
didn’t however convergence in the
space of security cameras as an
example leads to more resellers
finding MMT as a reliable source to
procure product.”
Speaking as a seasoned industry

Housing established brands such
as HP, Lenovo, Microsoft, Samsung
and Cisco, the expanding suite of
products that Multimedia offers
also includes emerging and niche
vendors, including Synology, Shintaro,
Matrox and Everki.
Such a balanced blend of vendors
has created a comprehensive product
range at a national level, helping the
distributor effectively compete on
pricing, leveraging knowledgeable
staff and new website features to stay
ahead of the chasing pack, driven by
improved online ordering facilities.
“When selecting vendors, we
always select good quality products
and always vendors who share our
vision of providing excellent service
and value,” Hassall said. “We speak
to our customers and understand
their requirements so we always
know where a product will fit into the
market.
“We are particularly careful to
consider our existing long-term
vendor partners when adding any
product that may affect our focus on
selling or conflict in some way.
“We treat our vendors as true
partners and consider ourselves an
arnnet.com.au | AUGUST 2017 |
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extension of their own business. It’s
common for our vendor’s business
plans and financial objectives to
dove-tail into our own.”
During the next 12 months, Hassall
said plans are in place to on-board
complimentary vendors to the
portfolio, vendors capable of adding to
the distributor’s strengths across core
technologies and product ranges.
But as with any vendor addition, a
balance must be struck.
“We find it difficult to make a
sustainable margin with tier-1 runrate brands, and especially to offer
over-and-above customer service
levels that our customers enjoy and
expect,” Hassall acknowledged.
“Emerging and lesser known
brands are quite often of superior
quality and exceptional value, and
these vendors give our resellers
the opportunity to provide their
customers with premium products at
excellent prices, while still making
some superb profit margins.
“Multimedia has always enjoyed
a unique blend of tier-1 and quality
emerging brands, and striking a
balance of both remains both a
science and an art.”
In terms of notable vendor
partnerships, Multimedia is back
selling the Fujitsu range of server,
storage, desktops, scanners and
notebooks.
Furthermore, the distributor
continues to making deep inroads
into the professional graphics
market, leveraging an agreement
with Nvidia to offer expertise across
rendering, design, deep learning,
virtual reality and virtual workspaces.
In addition, long-standing
partnerships such as Panasonic
continue to pay dividends for the
distributor, with the company building
out resources and infrastructure
investments for over two decades
across the vendor’s rugged
computing range.
“We are seeing a big future for
interactive touch panels in the AV and
education verticals, as well as natural
| AUGUST 2017 | arnnet.com.au

NUMBERS THAT
MATTER
FOR MULTIMEDIA
TECHNOLOGY

27

YEARS SERVING
THE AUSTRALIAN CHANNEL

40+

VENDOR BRANDS ACROSS GRAPHICS,
STORAGE, DISPLAY, NETWORKING AND
RUGGED COMPUTING TECHNOLOGIES

4

KEY POINTS OF DIFFERENTIATION —
CONSISTENCY, PREDICTABLY, HONESTY
AND RELIABILITY

20+

YEARS OF LONG-STANDING PARTNERSHIPS
WITH BOTH RESELLERS AND VENDORS

95+

HIGHLY TRAINED STAFF ACROSS
MELBOURNE, SYDNEY, BRISBANE
AND PERTH

convergence with networking and
storage products,” Hassall observed.
“We have strengthened our
relationship with Nvidia and AMD in
the workstation graphic space, and we
are also seeing opportunities emerging
across virtualisation, artificial
intelligence and virtual reality.”

FUTURE PLANS
Looking ahead, as the business
pursues sustainable growth
strategies, Hassall emphasised the
importance of Multimedia continuing
to develop the next tier of business
leaders, leaders capable of guiding
the business into the future.
Likewise, partners must also
seize the moment from a market
standpoint, through capitalising
on changing business models and
customer buying habits.
“With the increase in online
selling, profit margins are squeezed
on commodity hardware products,”
Hassall said. “We believe the
business community is prepared to
pay a fair price for quality service,
and we’re certainly encouraging our
partners to promote great service.
“We’re experiencing growth
in storage, graphics and rugged
computing specifically, and we believe
that any reseller who pro-actively
pursues these opportunities will enjoy
great success in the year ahead.”
But despite a clear roadmap of
potential emerging for the channel,
Hassall stressed the value of staying
close to the end-user as the market
matures.
“Talk to your customer, listen to your
customer and help your customer,” he
advised. “Find something you’re good at
and pro-actively promote yourself and
your products, while aiming to be ‘best
at’ what you do.
“Box moving and selling on
price alone doesn’t differentiate
sufficiently. The resellers we see
succeeding are managed service
providers because they are providing
a genuine and notable point of
difference in the market.”
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BUILDING A BUSINESS
CONTINUITY CHANNEL
STRATEGY
WITH COMPANY SURVIVAL AT STAKE, BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLANNING REMAINS OF
CRITICAL IMPORTANCE TO AUSTRALIAN ORGANISATIONS, BOTH LARGE AND SMALL —
HAFIZAH OSMAN EXPLAINS HOW PARTNERS CAN PROFIT.
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hether it be natural
disasters, human error
or sophisticated hackers,
downtime continues to damage
business operations, resulting
in financial and reputational
repercussions.
Following the recent security
breaches of WannaCry and Petya,
organisations are now placing
greater importance on the need
to have business continuity
conversations with the channel.
Because such incidents highlight
that inaction can result in the
death of a company in Australia,
emphasising the need for businesses
to become more resilient to ensure
systems do not crumble and crash.
As the issue evolves into a boardlevel conversation, the definition of
business continuity now differs for
customers and partners.
“It can go all the way from
infrastructure such as power all
the way up to virtualisation,” The
Missing Link co-owner and CEO Alex
Gambotto said. “Business continuity
covers the whole stack but for a
customer, it’s specific to what the
business is and what the organisation
does. Sometimes, for a customer,
disaster avoidance is possibly a
better investment than continuity so
we need to figure out a strategy that
best meets their needs.”
However, Correct Solutions
managing director Ryan Spillane
questioned if the channel, as
an industry, is truly doing what
customers would define as business
continuity.
“I don’t think we are and I don’t
think we can easily unless we are
business consultants,” he argued.
“Business continuity is supply chain
continuity and human continuity. Too
many people in our industry think
of business continuity as about just
getting the technology going.
“That’s a given nowadays in this
industry, we’re good at making the
technology work. But for customers,
it’s not just technology-based.”

W

Delving deeper, ASI Solutions
head of services Daniel Johns
explained the difference between
business resilience and business
continuity.
“Business continuity is making
sure that if the worst happens and
the systems are completely impacted,
they can recover from them and
they can bring something back up
somewhere else,” he said. “Business
resilience is finding out the areas and
the processes that are important to
your business and investing in areas
so that there is the least amount of
risk of it going down.”
From a vendor perspective, Zerto
country manager of Australia and
New Zealand (A/NZ) Matthew Kates
outlined that in the past 12 months,
business continuity conversations
have changed — both from an
awareness prospective as well as the
way IT is delivered.
“It’s evolved very quickly over the
past probably two to three years,

(opposite page, left to right): Chris Greatrex (Artis Group), Ryan
Spillane (Correct Solutions), Matthew Kates (Zerto), Karl Sice
(Staples), Sean Murphy (Nexus IT), Hafizah Osman (ARN), Daniel
Johns (ASI Solutions), Moheb Moses (Channel Dynamics), Darren
Ashley (BEarena), Muralee Kanagaratnam (APC by Schneider
Electric), Alex Gambotto (The Missing Link)

but I think it’s hit the last 12 months or
so and we’re seeing a lot of very public
outages,” Kates observed. “There’s a
government agency that’s now a Zerto
customer because of a public outage
recently.
“Organisations are struggling to
evolve and IT used to be something that
was like plumbing in the basement, now
it serves core functions to the business
and to customers.”

Channel Dynamics co-founder and
director Moheb Moses said business
continuity conversations now occur
at a boardroom level whereas in the
past, it was just larger organisations
such as technology vendors that had
such experience.
But as the market moves towards
being delivered as-a-service, Moses
said the solution provider now
becomes the new vendor and is
facilitating those conversations as a
result.
“Because the products become
less relevant and the customers
are dealing more with the business
partner, they now have to deal with IT
and the board-level conversations,”
he said.

KEY CHALLENGES
From a partner perspective,
Staples A/NZ head of technology
solutions Karl Sice said challenges
are associated with making the
transition, with the market lacking
leadership and looking to the channel
for guidance.
“Today’s business conversations
need none of the technology talk,” he
said. “I think it’s one of the biggest
challenges in the context of business
continuity. People are probably used
to other organisations being more
credible to have that conversation at
the levels we’re talking about.
“It feels unusual for us, who have
been involved in somewhat operative
conversations, to actually now go up
a level into strategy conversations
and still remain engaged and
credible.”
For Gambotto, challenges not
only lie for partners to deliver
for customers, but also business
continuity within their organisations
as well.
“We’re talking about business
continuity with our customers, what
about our own business continuity
and redundancy ability to be able
to achieve what we need to deliver
for our clients with our staff,” he
said. “That’s a challenge in itself.
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It’s complicated. So you need more
skillsets within the team.”
Artis Group managing director
Chris Greatrex, said in a smaller
market such as Australia — with
so many vendors trying to compete
— it has become a “big burden”
on partners to educate the market
around business continuity.
“We have to deal with the clients
and the noise,” he said. “So, we
spend three quarters of the time
educating them and only a quarter
doing the deal and deploying it. In a
market like Australia, so much time
is taken up with education because of
all that noise.”

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Daniel Johns
(ASI Solutions)

VENDOR INVOLVEMENT
Today, vendors are now relying
heavily on partners to help with
constructing an outcome from
multiple different layers of products
and services.
“I think vendors are in real
trouble,” Kates acknowledged.
“How do we weave an IT strategy
across on-premise, cloudbased applications, SaaS-based
applications and protect all that
information and keep it available? It’s
very challenging.
“We want to be as important as
possible, but we’re still part of an
overall outcome that we need our
partners to deliver.”
But there’s also a responsibility
on vendors to be able to educate the
channel on the various factors of a
whole solution set.
“If you’re talking about disaster
recovery, you’ve got to talk to the
customer about software security,
the infrastructure, back-up, power,
the whole lot,” APC by Schneider
Electric Pacific operations, channels
and alliances general manager
Muralee Kanagaratnam said.
“And that’s a lot for one partner to
be across all of it. As a vendor it’s our
responsibility to educate the channel
and there are elements where you
need to be able to support that
conversation.”
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However, Moses questioned the
integrity of vendors that claim to fully
support a customer outcome, yet still
push product releases on a regular
occurrence.
“If we stop and think about when
we say the most important thing
is the customer and a customer
outcome, that means the vendor has
to say, ‘my product is really good
here but not here so you should use
another vendor for that’,” Moses said.
“I’ve never seen a single vendor
do that. So, how realistic is it to
say that because will a vendor ever
be focused entirely on a customer
outcome?”
According to Sice, success comes
when vendors put partner and
customer needs first, building sticky
relationships with the channel and
the end-user as a result.
“There are a lot of vendors that
think about units, revenues and
margins, but the ones that take that
one step forward and actually take
a strategic approach to planning
business outcomes together with the
partner, get closer,” Sice added.
“The vendors that actually do
things on the back end with their
partners and work out what markets
they will or won’t play in and identify
the key issues that are relevant will
succeed.”

Even though technology and tools are
becoming more efficient, partners
must continue to be ahead of the
game in managing the expectations
of the customer.
“The convergence of really good
back-up, virtualisation and cloud and
speeds and feeds have made it easier
for us,” Nexus IT managing director
Sean Murphy said.
“A lot of the challenges we’re
talking about is how do you package
that? How do you own responsibility
for that?
“How do you deliver that as a
service to a customer and make
them understand value around that?
Because it’s not a trivial thing and
getting that message across and
helping people understand that is
kind of key.”
BEarena managing director
Darren Ashley said partners are
now also being engaged by large
consortium organisations, such as
KPMG and Deloitte, to deliver IT
strategies.
“These guys are delivering IT
strategies and they don’t necessarily
have the specialisations in some of
these areas and then the customers
are engaging with partners, but
those guys are in there doing
all the application, mapping all
the interdependencies,” he said.
“Business continuity is only as strong
as the weakest link.”

Sean Murphy
(Nexus IT)

The Standard for
Business Continuity and
Disaster Recovery
Public, Private, Hybrid

Any Storage

Any Hypervisor

www.zerto.com

Any Cloud
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According to Ashley, partners
should choose areas of specialisation
and become experts in that particular
field with a group of specialist vendors.
“The more specialist you are,
you’ll see a greater degree of success
because it’s not possible to be all
things to all people,” he explained.
“You want to be the best in your field
at doing that.
“Rather than sort of try and
put all our eggs in one basket, we
need to try and show leadership
with our customers by believing in
the specialist solutions that we’re
selling.”
Johns stressed the importance of
a partner’s approach to customers,
saying that technology is a key to the
business, but partners should be
leading conversations with business
resilience instead of just technology.
“Partners need to say to the CEO,
‘what are the parts of your business
that you absolutely need to keep
running to make money?’ And if
those services are unavailable, ‘how
much money are you losing per hour
per day?’” he said.
“And then that become a much
easier conversation than just
telling them to spend a little bit of
money each month to provide some
resilience to the environment.”
Greatrex said that businesses are
partnering with companies because
they are known brands and partners
should be working towards building
up their own brands so as to secure
bigger deals in the industry.
“People will pay ridiculous
premiums to go with Deloitte or
Accenture, and yet we’re the guys
who go and fix it,” he said. “Now we
don’t have the brand that those guys
do and that’s the issue.
“If you get your brand out there,
customers tend to follow other
customers, especially in specific
verticals. They talk to each other and
then, all of a sudden, you get a call
from someone who’s equally large
as the customer you’ve just closed
wanting to talk to you.”
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TOP 5
business continuity
takeaways

1

“The conversation confirms and highlights
the need to evangelise some of the new ways
of doing things that drive value, that improve
risk management to avoid disasters”
— Sean Murphy (Nexus IT)

2

“Business continuity, by its very nature,
involves a lot of different groups of people
and technologies so for me, it’s about the
partnerships across these groups and technologies
and working together to solve problems”
— Chris Greatrex (Artis Group)

3

“A business continuity conversation is not
about the technology, it’s a C-level discussion,
which is now about changing the conversation
from just selling products to a solution or
something that customers need and educating
them about what they don’t know”
— Muralee Kanagaratnam (APC by Schneider
Electric)

4

“It’s not just knowing about business
continuity, it’s about what are you going to
change in your business to address that? And
change requires a change in culture, behaviour,
investment and focus. Many know of it, but they are
not necessarily willing to take that next step”
— Moheb Moses (Channel Dynamics)

5

“There’s plenty of business for everyone in
business continuity. I don’t think you should
be racing to the bottom ever, and it’s not
about doing secret deals in the background. It’s
more about relationships with people in similar
roles, competitors, as well as vendors”
— Alex Gambotto (The Missing Link)

PROGRESSING THROUGH
BUSINESS CONTINUITY
Going forward, Murphy predicted that
there will be “some little nuances” in
the way the ecosystem works.
“As the cloud vendors, the guys
putting stuff into the cloud and then
the automation within the cloud,
grow in the industry, there will be
really great changes in terms of the
way that we pay for it and the way the
customers pay for it,” he said.
“It will improve so much that
we’re going to see some big changes
in the medium market where you
can legitimately have an on-premise
cloud in the network that works and
is affordable to pay for. And this is
going to be very, very attractive.”
According to Kanagaratnam, the
channel needs to stay ahead of the
curve and disrupt, or be disrupted.
“We can be great and we can be
the specialist of choice, but there’s
always going to be someone new
coming along,” he said. “We’ve
always got to look in the rearview
mirror and know what’s happening.
“At the end of the day, your
technology, services and solutions
need to stand up, because that’s what
you’re putting for your customers.”
Spillane added that with the rise
of DNA computing, robotics, and
artificial intelligence (AI), there is
going to be a lot more automation,
resulting in the need for businesses
to come up with strong business
continuity plans.
“It’s all about getting the right
stakeholders and the right buy in,” he
added. “Have the right people within
the client’s environment involved.
Find out what their requirements are
and actually talk them through it.
“You can sell whatever you want,
but it’s about making sure they’re
actually not just handing over a
purchase order but buying into the
story of having the right outcomes for
their business,” he added. 
This roundtable was sponsored by
APC by Schneider Electric and Zerto.
Photos by Maria Stefina.
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CLOUD
CREATING A
FOUNDATION
FOR DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
CLOUD-FIRST STRATEGIES ARE THE FOUNDATION
FOR STAYING RELEVANT IN THIS FAST-PACED WORLD,
BUT WHERE DOES THIS LEAVE THE TRADITIONAL
CHANNEL? HAFIZAH OSMAN EXPLAINS.

C

loud has emerged as one
of the most important
platforms in enabling digital
transformation.
Billed as the ‘new normal’,
businesses of all shapes and sizes
are now deploying new applications
to the cloud as if by default.
With organisations on board the
transformation bandwagon, cloud is
leading the charge towards digital.
But despite increased rates of
adoption, not all businesses have an
optimised cloud strategy in place,
instead utilising the technology on an
ad-hoc basis for specific projects.
“A cloud strategy defines how
cloud adoption is going make
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a difference to the business,”
ManageEngine director of product
management Rajesh Ganesan
observed. “It determines whether the
company will use public, hybrid or
private clouds and what applications
will run on each.
“A cloud strategy also
encompasses how security will
be provided and how sensitive
information on the cloud will be
protected.”
Across Australia, conversations
are now moving away from traditional
infrastructure and towards cloudbased digital transformation.
“Customers understand they can
demand managed services, support

and security services for their cloud,”
Rackspace A/NZ senior director and
general manager Angus Dorney said.
“The conversations are more
cloud advisory around the expertise
needed, more focused around cloud
migration, more driven by DevOps
and helping our customers to build
out their pipelines.”
Today, Dorney said customers
are demanding both expertise and
flexibility, focusing on achieving
business outcomes through the cloud.
“We see larger enterprises
working with multiple vendors and
they often have a need to switch
easily between cloud platforms,”
Dorney added. “Hybrid cloud and
multi-cloud strategies are becoming
more widely adopted with the
emphasis on services, whether that
is IaaS, SaaS or PaaS.”

PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE
From a platform perspective,
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TOP 5 benefits of cloud
1. Scalability – Cloud services are scaled to fit the unique business
needs of the user. There is no need to buy an on-premise server if you are
going to use just 10 per cent of it
2. Flexible pricing – Cloud allows for users to pay for cloud services
over time and there is no need to pay an annual fee or large sum upfront to deploy cloud services
3. No vendor lock-ins – While switching cloud vendors is not an
effortless task, cloud services still provide the flexibility to do so

4. Easy deployment and management – Cloud solutions are easy
to configure as users can easily scale server space in accordance to their
needs, and manage their data through dashboards, allowing them to retain
control, enhance efficiency, manage security and reduce admin costs

5. Built-in security – Cloud deployment is considered as safe as
deploying on-premise
By Yilmaz Kabaran - channel account manager of Asia Pacific, 3CX

Big Switch Networks A/NZ
managing director Steve Coad said
“misconceptions” in the market
remain around the belief that the
public cloud is easier and more
affordable than private cloud.
“Today, the technology that is
required to build a private cloud is
incredibly mature, and becoming less
complex,” he said. “For organisations
that require many servers and that have
experienced network engineers capable
of managing the data centre, it’s likely
a private cloud will provide higher TCO
[total cost of ownership] savings.”
Therefore, Coad advised
partners to redefine plans around
value proposition, positioning
themselves as architects who can
help customers move to a softwaredefined data centre model, capable of
transitioning certain workloads to a
public cloud where appropriate.
“The channel is also evolving
from selling just hardware to more

subscription-based software licences
and cloud services,” he added. “This
requires the channel to change its
own operational and sales models.”

PARTNER PLAY
From an information standpoint,
the “strong movement” from “all in
cloud” to hybrid cloud poses many
issues around data classification for
partners to consider.
And with the route to market
changing, specialisation is now
viewed as the lucrative way forward
for the channel.
“Specialise, become an expert
in your field on one to two subjects
on cloud,” NetApp A/NZ channel
enablement director Neville James
said. “Secondly, embrace DevOps and
the nature of on demand creation of
applications and their data in cloud,
on-premise and co-location.
“Traditional vendors and partners
should take what they do today

on-premise and deliver the same
functionality in the cloud.
“This knowledge of what has
worked is an advantage over the
born-in-the-cloud companies that
don’t have the scale, knowledge
or foresight to leverage previous
success and failures.”
In looking ahead, public cloud
will continue to explode as the costs
continue to go down and the offerings
and the capability continues to expand.
“There are lots of new areas for
growth around the Internet of Things
(IoT), and artificial intelligence,”
Palo Alto Networks A/NZ channels
director Stephen Milthorpe said.
“These will continue to flourish
and create new opportunities.
Enterprise-class security will to
continue to be a fundamental driver
and enabler of this continued growth
in the public cloud space.”
As a word of caution, Milthorpe
advised partners to refrain from
trying to be all things to all people.
“The cloud marketplace is too
complex and moving too quickly,” he
said. “Partners have to understand
where their skills lie relative to the
cloud space, and build on those.”

ADDING VALUE
Today, Amazon Web Services (AWS)
head of channels and alliances
Stefan Jansen outlined three main
areas where partners can add
value to customers, starting with
next-generation managed services,
including migration services.
“This is about partners helping
customers remove legacy debt, shut
down data centres, remove the time
and cost of owning their own data
centres, and managing them, and
then providing managed services on
top of that skill set,” he explained.
Secondly, Jansen said partners
must work with customers to drive
innovation and enable them to enter
new ways of doing business by
supporting digital transformation.
“We are seeing Australian
partners lead the world in some ways
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in this process around banking and
finance, energy and mining, and the
public sector,” he added.
Finally, collaborating with other
partners will be key for the channel
in the years ahead.
“As the partner ecosystem evolves,
this supports a collaborative partner
model between ISVs and system
integrators to drive their revenue
models,” he said. “We encourage that
IT service providers work with other
partners to ensure customer success
where it is an option.
“We provide a highly collaborative
model for any partner to work
with another or even more in our
ecosystem and many are doing this
to create great customer outcomes
by tapping into their unique core
strengths — whether it’s DevOps
or mobile or IoT or database or
business analytics.”
Such sentiment is also endorsed
by Milthorpe, who advised partners to
become more involved with born-in-

the-cloud providers, providers with
a deeper understanding in terms of
cloud and best practices.
“They often have different skill
sets too,” Milthorpe said. “Traditional
channel partners should explore
opportunities to leverage the strengths
of the born-in-the-cloud players.
“Then they can create a symbiotic
relationship and deliver a better
solution and service to their customer.”

In looking ahead, Synnex Australia
e-commerce and cloud services general
manager Michael Tea said the adoption
of cloud will only grow, becoming the
backbone of any company’s digital
transformation agenda.
“The cloud business is growing
very quickly,” he said. “The cloud
market in the next few years will yield
many new solutions from ISVs that
are moving to the cloud.”
In examining the market through
the lens of distribution, Tea said

end-users will continue to operate a
hybrid cloud model, creating a need
for partners to start some form of
cloud practice.
“The ones that will embrace it will
have much greater relevance to their
end customers,” he said. “The future
looks bright for cloud partners.”
In addition, Tea said digital
marketing has become an important
discussion for partners.
“We have been through our own
digital transformation for the last
several years,” he added. “We have
invested heavily in a partner cloud
marketplace, adding new resources
such as establishing a dedicated Synnex
cloud team to help our partners with
their transformation journeys.
“Our strategy is around offering
solutions or exclusive vendor solutions
to the market, which allows our channel
partners to differentiate themselves. In
addition, partners should add their own
professional services to the solution for
better engagements.”

PARTNER PERSPECTIVE
— Dimension Data

“But through hybrid cloud models
we can also deliver standardised
automated services, in a more
traditional cost model,” he said.
According to Hanrahan, the
market has moved from a broader
cloud infrastructure play, to verticaldriven application-led services —
often in conjunction with a move to a
DevOps mentality.
Furthermore, Hanrahan said
cloud still presents its own set of
challenges, chiefly through security.
“Early on in the cloud journey,
there was an assumption that cloud
would be magically more secure, and
it would deliver disaster recovery and
business continuity, just by nature of
putting applications there.
“Businesses now understand
that the cloud, just by nature of being
as-a-service isn’t necessarily going to
magically solve the problem,” he added.
Moving forward, Hanrahan said
businesses will recognise the need

for complex, on-premise and private
cloud capabilities that connect to
other services.
“This is the case for the hyperscale public cloud providers and the
software-as-a-service providers.
The market will grow substantially,
but there will be more focus on the
integration of different clouds and
cloud services, rather than selling a
particular cloud service.”
And the traditional channel can
still be involved in the changing
marketplace too.
“Most of the born-in-the-cloud
companies don’t have the ability to
work closely with clients with high
levels of skills, particularly around
security, detail transformation,
consulting, analytics, and application
management skills.
“Even if they were to try and
build the services capability, to get
the people and the scale is their
challenge,” he added. 

Dimension Data Australia cloud
services general manager, David
Hanrahan, said most organisations have
some form of cloud strategy in place,
but not all of them are optimised.
“In a consumption model you
pay for what you deploy,” he said.
“For workloads that can be rightsized or right-timed, it may indeed
be less expensive than committing
to the next CAPEX spend for new
infrastructure.”
Hanrahan said that the public
sector is keen to adopt cloud models,
and in some cases this has been very
successful, although some agencies
are still struggling with the shift from
CAPEX to OPEX budgeting — where
procurement has not kept up with
new service models.
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FUTURE PLANS

David Hanrahan
— Cloud Services
General Manager,
Dimension Data
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BLURRING
THE LINES OR
DEATH OF A
SALESMAN?
ARN’S PARTNERS INSIDE THE INDUSTRY
LIFT THE LID ON THE REAL WORLD OF
THE CHANNEL.

S

ales or operations? Operations
or sales? The conundrum over
which comes first has been hotly
debated by businesses for decades.
But it could be that the traditional
division between the two is becoming
irrelevant.
There’s a trend emerging in
Europe and the US among providers
of XaaS subscription services for the
LAER, or Land, Adopt, Expand and
Renew, model of business.
If LAER takes off, it will transform
the relationship between sales and
operations.
The theory is that a combined
sales and operations function
increases knowledge of customers,
up-selling opportunities, sharing of
data and insights, and overcomes
some of the pressures that IT
services providers have been
grappling with as they change from
hardware-centric businesses to
providing XaaS subscription services.
LAER breaks down the customer
acquisition process into: Land a
customer; the customer Adopts
add-on services; revenue Expands
and then the customer seamlessly
Renews their subscription.
But is Adopt and Expand the
responsibility of the sales team or the
operations team? Some might argue

that it’s the sales team’s job, butt
another approach is to see Adopt and
Expand as operational processes with
a sales outcome.
Statistics cited at the Technology
Services Management Association
conference in California in May 2017
demonstrate just why ‘expansion
sales’, where the operations team is
as responsible for sales as the sales
team itself, is gathering momentum
in the US and Europe.
And here’s why —
• It costs US$200 for a salesperson
to generate an outbound lead;
US$65-$85 for a lead to be
generated by marketing; and
between US$7-$25 for a lead to
come from operations
• While sales and marketing have an
average conversion rate of 25 per
cent, operations teams achieve an
average of over 50 per cent
• Once customers are on-board,
salespeople average three to five
interactions per quarter with each
customer compared to the 50 to
70 that operations people have
over the same period
Clearly, operations teams are the
quiet achievers — their relationships
with customers tend to be equitable.
They have the freedom to ask the

questions that sales teams dare not.
By looking after customers’
day-to-day needs, they gain deeper
insight into how the service is
working, and are the first to know
when a customer is not happy.
It’s no wonder then that US
and European businesses regard
expansion sales as vital to protecting
market share and creating the ideal
environment for expanding the
product mix taken up by customers.
The last part of the LAER model,
Renew, emphasises just how significant
an impact subscription services are
having on the sales function.
The decline of the long-term
contract and the rise of monthly
and annual subscriptions mean that
renewals barely garner attention
from happy customers.
Automatic direct debit payments
make renewals completely frictionless
and, in effect, make redundant a
salesperson’s need to pursue renewals.
It’s natural to ask then, does sales
have a future? Should salespeople
be shifting their focus to becoming
trusted advisors while operations
teams take care of customers’
immediate needs?
Despite the outlook, it’s not over
yet for sales. The LAER model is

“LAER – LAND, ADOPT,
EXPAND AND RENEW”
similar to the approach that’s been
working successfully for the big
advisory firms for years.
It is perhaps the logical step
in the transformation we’ve been
experiencing in IT services over the
past decade.
The advent of customer success
teams offers new types of sales
opportunities and ways of doing
business that could be seen as an
upside, especially for those who
would like more time for relationship
building. 
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INSIDE THE
ART OF
STORYTELLING
RADIAL CONSULTING PRINCIPAL VANESSA CURTIS OUTLINES THE
BEST WAY PARTNERS CAN COMMUNICATE AND REACH OUT TO
CUSTOMERS THROUGHOUT THE MARKETING AND SALES CYCLES.

W

e all love a good story,
and it’s not just the story
itself that draws you in
wanting for more, but it’s how the
story is communicated through the
tone, language, structure, character
profiles and messaging which allows
your mind to project clear, precise
images and emotions of what the
words are invoking as they unfold.
These are just some of the areas
that need careful consideration when
you wish to communicate your Why,
How and What to your designated
audiences. You also need to decide
how you are going to frame the
content in a persuasive, engaging and
evocative dialogue that emulates your
organisation’s personality.
Everything you communicate must
relate to your brand and identity, it
must ensure consistency and clarity
of who you are as an organisation,
and why you do what you do. This
applies to both internal and external
messages.
It also relates to the various
communication methods and
tactics you employ to express your
messages: email marketing, social
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Vanessa Curtis Principal,
Radial Consulting

media advertising, videos, online and
other paid advertising, whitepapers,
e-books, events... the list goes on.
I have already discussed the
importance of audience identification
and profiling, data segmentation and
identifying the right communication
channels in previous articles, so let’s
take this a step further and look at
what’s involved in crafting “Your Story”
to attract the right audience.

1

ROADMAP

Your story needs structure,
what better way to
determine that structure than by
leveraging your business and/or
technology roadmap. If you have
already defined your objectives and
milestones for the year, build out
your story accordingly. Not only will
your roadmap determine your ‘topics’
and the flow (sequence) in which
they need to be told, but it will help
you identify who will be interested in
each of those ‘topics’ to direct your
messages.
Your roadmap, and therefore flow
of your story, should be about taking
your audience on a journey. Just

remember, that while the focus of the
story is about your organisation and
where it is heading, the only way it will
resonate is if you frame the content
and context from your audience’s
perspective. Ask yourself: Why should
they be interested in our story? How
are we addressing their issues? What
will inspire them to want more?

2

WHO’S TELLING
THE STORY?

Not one person in your
organisation is going to tell your
story the same as anyone else. You
can develop playbooks and create
various sales communication
tools, but depending on one’s
personality and their role within the
organisation, you will find that they
each bring their own flare — some
more than others. What you want
to strive for is consistency in your
messaging, no matter whether
it’s being delivered by your sales,
marketing or technical director, your
CFO, or an intern. But above all, you
need the team to use persuasive,
positive language and tones to
achieve the desired impact.
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Here are a few questions to consider
prior to telling your story:
a. Are you in a positive frame
of mind? This will affect your
language, tone, emotion, volume,
pace, whether talking on the
phone, meeting in person, drafting
a proposal or emailing
b. How should you construct an email
introduction to a cold versus warm
prospect?
c. Have you researched the person,
company or industry you are
reaching out to so your story
resonates in alignment with their
needs or pain points?
d. Is there a specific call to action
(CTA) you would like to achieve?

3

IT’S NOT JUST
THE WORDS THAT
MATTER

No one knows who coined the phrase
“a picture is worth a thousand words”,
but whomever did, they were on the
money! Websites, eDMs, data sheets,
social media graphics, invitations,
advertising, presentations, videos —
there are so many applications and
tactics which require appropriate and
relevant graphics to communicate
your story and brand. The art in
finding the right ones, or employing
someone to create them for you is
crucially important.
Whether you’re looking for images
which personify your brand, or charts,
diagrams or graphs to help your
audience visualise complex data,
ensure the quality of the image is
high enough for the purpose it’s being
used. I would avoid using screen shots
from a webinar or slide deck as the
resolution is typically poor when used
in documentation or posted online.
It’s worth noting, that the use of
video as part of corporate storytelling
has grown to the point that if someone
can’t access a quick 1 – 3 minute
video explaining your Why, How and
What, chances are they will check out
your competition instead. Younger
generations aren’t just Googling to
find information, they are searching

on YouTube as video content is so
much easier to digest.

4

WHO ARE YOUR
CHAMPIONS AND
EVANGELISTS?

Think through who your internal and
external fans are and put them to
good use. Whether it’s a customer,
partner or your family and friends
who can help spread your story far
and wide, identify multiple channels
which will amplify your messages to
the right audiences.
Referrals have always been
a successful way to develop new
relationships and secure business
opportunities, so use your success
stories as part of the storytelling
process to showcase your strengths.
Everyone involved in your
organisation should be evangelising
your story, but chances are only a few
key spokespeople will shine through.

will help you soar above the noise,
so why not create a teaser campaign
where your announcement constantly
builds until the official unveiling.
While major announcements
require specific attention, regular
updates are also key to your
storytelling structure, and ultimately
to your sales cycle. But what’s
considered too much or not enough?
Is your content being spread across
a variety of platforms and mediums?
Are you only focusing on specific
audiences? These are just some of the
questions to consider when designing
your communications strategy so that
your story and messages get the right
traction throughout the year.
By planning your annual business
strategy, roadmap and key objectives
you are defining the framework of
“Your Story” for the year ahead.
The effectiveness of your
storytelling will therefore shine

“EVERYTHING YOU COMMUNICATE MUST RELATE
TO YOUR BRAND AND IDENTITY, IT MUST ENSURE
CONSISTENCY AND CLARITY OF WHO YOU ARE AS AN
ORGANISATION, AND WHY YOU DO WHAT YOU DO"
Your internal evangelists should be
across your strategy, roadmap and
key messages so that as your story
unfolds throughout the year, they are
building up momentum throughout
their fan base and followers.

5

ARE WE ON THE
SAME FREQUENCY?

We are bombarded daily by
a multitude of invitations, newsletters,
product or software updates, sales
incentives, webinars…the list goes
on. When it comes to effectively
communicating your story throughout
the year, be aware that when
announcing a key milestone from your
roadmap, it’s treated differently to a
monthly update. Employ tactics that

through in a range of measurable
results: the number of new logos
obtained, by exceeding revenue
targets, an increase in social media
followers, a stronger company
profile, and position within the
industry.
If you are clearly and persuasively
communicating your Why, How and
What throughout the year, you will
attract more partners, customers
and followers along your journey.
Want to delve deeper into
storytelling techniques? There are
a couple of great books that you
should consider buying. Check
out “Strategic Storytelling” by
Dave McKinsey and “The Pyramid
Principle” by Barbara Minto.
arnnet.com.au | AUGUST 2017 |
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Synnex hits the road as Vertiv celebrates
rebrand with Aussie partners
Synnex and Vertiv recently hosted an Australian roadshow for channel partners and
customers — kicking off in Perth and then Brisbane — to celebrate the recent rebrand
of the company from Emerson Network Power earlier this year.
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Home intelligence

Get Flashy
with Exablox
Start selling Exablox today
and g
get rewarded
To qualify for one of these Rolex Watches, Partners
need to sell a minimum of 7 OneBlox Systems.
In addition, StorageCraft will help you get started,
for every qualiƒed opportunity you bring to us we
will reward you with $500.

Introducing Exablox, a scale-out,
object-based storage appliance
from StorageCraft

Reduce Storage
Footprint

Decrease
Costs

Grow As
You Grow

Access
Enterprise-class
Features

Register a Qualiƒed Exablox Deal

=

$500 VISA Voucher

Sell 7 units of Exablox

=

Your choice of any Rolex to the value of $7,000

Sell 10 units of Exablox

=

Your choice of any Rolex to the value of $10,000

Sell 15 units of Exablox

=

Your choice of any Rolex to the value of $15,000

Contact us to enter
Call the AU Ofƒce Now: +61 8061 4444
General Enquiries: sales@storagecraft.com.au
StorageCraft Website:www.storagecraft.com/au
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